It’s here at last! The fanzine
devoted to the things kids like most.
NICKELODEON is the latest chapter in
Tom Reamy’s quest for the ultimate fanzine.
(I just don’t want to be around when he fin
ally finds it.)
NICKELODEON is the magazine for people
who like science fiction and fantasy. It’s a
magazine about sf and fantasy, about the people who write it, about the people who read
it, and about the people who
have made it a way of
life. This is something
we can do, because
we are the writers
and the readers;
we’re writing
about our
selves. It
is our way
of life.

In NICKELODEON the writers write about
things that couldn’t be published profession
ally—and also about a few things that could—
and the readers and fans answer them back.
Sometimes it’s serious and constructive, sometimes it’s purely bananas, but it’s always en
tertaining. You’ll find no taboos in NICKELODEON, no revered sacred cows. We are
quick to poke fun at our own idiocies—
as well as those of others.
But NICKELODEON is not only
words. We publish many things simply
because they are beautiful. The best art
ists in the field appear in our pages, do
ing their best works. We can say without
false modesty, NICKELODEON is
the most beautiful fanzine you’re
likely to see-until Tom Reamy goes
on to more grandiose realms.

We are into science fiction because we love
it. In NICKELODEON you will see its flow
not only through the fiction, but through the
politics, the foibles, the passions, and the visu
al arts of its people.
NICKELODEON will tell you about the
world of science fiction and fantasy; we may

“You don’t understand, Beaufingle,” said Lungwort
cryptically, “you are dinner.”

Unclad Persons
Well-known sffans and pros reveal everything in our
centerfolds. Steven Utley, author of “Hung Like
an Elephant" appears in the first issue. Future centerfolds
will sometimes be female, sometimes male, and
sometimes one of each. Who would you like to see?

Tasteful Humor
Comic strips, satire, parody and
just plain funny stuff.

Bellybuttons
Get in on the ground floor
of a brand new fringe fandom.

the exotic science fiction
and fantasy quarterly

1131 White, Kansas City, MO. 64126
ADULTS ONLY! You
□ Enclosed find $1.50
□ Enclosed find $5.00
□ Enclosed find $9.00

must state that you are 18 years old!
for a single copy
for a one-year sub (4 issues)
for a two-year sub (8 issues)

Name

Address

Big Names
James Gunn, Poul Anderson,
Piers Anthony, R.A. Lafferty,
Wilson Tucker, Steven Utley,
Howard Waldrop, Joe Pumilia,
and that's just the first issue.
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Y
THE
r WONDERFUL
WORLD OF
COMIC BOOKS

■ Phantom Lady's patriotism: “America comes first—even before
Dad”
■ Gene Tunney and Jack Dempsey pen mash notes to Sensation
Comics
■ How a Ph.D. psychologist dreamt up Wonder Woman. Its strange
psychosexual mix
■ The first Tarzan story: 95,000 words written in longhand on some
body else’s stationery by a 35-year-old pauper
■ Plastic Man and Hugh Hefner
■ Triumphant researchers unearth a pre-Disney Mickey and Minnie
Mouse
■ It came from Lafayette Street: the birth of Mad
■ Comics Code Authority softens its stand against vampires and were
wolves, provided they are “used in the classic manner”
■ Little Orphan Annie’s radio boyfriend: Why Joe Cornstassle was
created
■ Madam Fatal: here in drag
■ Turnabout is fair play. “The Lonely Dungeon” (Mystery Tales
#18) “proves” that the monster created Dr. Frankenstein
■ New York Magazine brings back The Spirit
■ The schizophrenia of the EC symbol: Education Comics (Picture
Stories from the Bible) and Entertaining Comics (Haunt of Fear,
etc.)
■ Carl Barks’ life at the Disney Studios: “I was just a duck man —
strictly a duck man”
;■ Radio at its best —the opening chant of Superman
gun Comic book wartime slogan: “Tin Cans in the Garbage Pile Are
HL Just a Way of Saying ‘Heil!’ ”

Well, it wasn’t great literature (gasp!),
but we all read it. On a lazy summer after
noon, the only sound heard in the land
was the flipping of comic-book pages at
Pop’s soda fountain, or under the old elm
tree (remember elms?).
In The Comic-Book Book, popular cul
ture historians Dick Lupoff and Don
Thompson continue the missionary work
they began with the justly acclaimed
pioneer volume, All in Color for a Dime.
Aided by a crew of outrageously knowl
edgeable comic-book buffs and a batch of
carefully chosen illustrations, they evoke
the old magic—and also make some pene
trating, scholarly, nostalgic and wildly
funny remarks on those never-to-be-for
gotten pleasures of our innocent youth.
Chockful of vital facts about Young
America’s favorite reading matter, The
Comic-Book Book is an entertaining and
evocative excursion into memory land,
and an important contribution to
the study of pop culture.

NOSTALGIA BOOK CLUB
525 Main St., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

I enclose $1. Please send The Comic-Book Book by Dick Lupoff and Don Thomp
son at no further cost and accept my membership in the Nostalgia Book Club.
As a member I get to buy Club books and records about our happy yesterdays
(1920-1955)—movies, radio, early TV, show biz, fads, fun—always at discounts
of 20% to 89% plus shipping. I get a free subscription to the Club bulletin.
Reminiscing Time, with data about new Club books & records plus news about
fellow members and their hobbies. EXTRA! Personal service—just like 1939. No
computers! My only obligation is to buy 4 books or records over the next two
years, from some 150 to be offered—after which I’m free to resign at any time.
If I want the Selection, I do nothing; it will come automatically about a month
later. If I don’t want the Selection, or I prefer one of the many Alternates, I
merely let you know on the handy form always provided. I’ll be offered a new
Selection every 4 weeks—13 times a year.
MAC—100

SAVE
off the store price when
you join the Nostalgia
Book Club and agree to
buy 4 Club books or rec
ords over the next 2 years.

Name

Address

City/State
□ I don’t care to join the Club but I enclose $8.95. Please send The Comic-Book Book postpaid.
If not pleased I may return book in 30 days for full refund PLUS extra cash to cover my return

Here’s the secret of
reaching 6,000
science fiction fans
for as little as VioC each
EFFECTIVE FEB. 1, 1975. This rate sheet
supercedes all previous advertising informa
tion, and is subject to even further change.

The Program Book and Progress Reports of
the 34th World Science Fiction Convention
(MidAmerican) will set new standards of
quality and craftsmanship never before ima
gined. They will be seen by more people and
prized above all previous Worldcon publica
tions. Nowhere will you find a better show
case for your advertising—and nowhere can
your advertising dollar be better spent.
The beautiful 8%”xll” hardcover Program
Book will be given to all attending members
of MidAmeriCon and mailed to all non-attend
ing members. The equally beautiful 81/2,’x 11 ”
softcover Progress Reports will also be given
to all attending members and mailed to all
non-attending members. Whether your ads are
in the Progress Reports or the Program Book,
they will be seen by the same members of the
science fiction community (estimated circula
tion of both the Progress Reports and the Pro
gram Book is 6,000+j-and the Progress Re
port ad rates are a bit cheaper.

ADVERTISING DEADLINES:
Progress Report 2: January 15, 1975
Progress Report 3: June 1, 1975
Progress Report 4: December 1, 1975
Progress Report 5: May 1, 1976
Program Book:
June 15, 1976
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS:
As the MidAmeriCon Progress Reports and
Program Book will be printed 8*/2”xll” and
the text will be in three columns—as it is here
—we can offer a much wider assortment of ad
sizes and prices. The sizes explained and dia
gramed below are for full-copy: /JO NOT leave

a border—the ad copy should fill those sizes.
You may submit camera-ready originals, pho
tostats, or negatives. Please read carefully. The
size requirements are different for each.

ADVERTISING RATES:
Rates are for Progress Reports only. Program
Book rates will be published at a later date.
pro
fan
(A) Full page
$48.00 $30.00
(B) Half page
17.00
28.00
(C) Two column/full page
37.00
20.00
(D) Two column/half page 20.00
12.00
(E) One column/full page
20.00
12.00
(F) One column/half page
12.00
6.00
BLEEDS AND INSERTS:
Add 20% for bleeds. Inserts not available.

Negatives:
Negatives must be submitted final printed size.
If they are not, they cannot be used.
(A) Full page (7&”xlO”)
(B) Half page (71/2”x4-7/8”)
(C) Two column/full page (5”xlO”)
(D) Two column/half page (5”x4-7/8”)
(E) One column/full page (2-3/8”xl0”)
(F) One column/half page (2-3/8”x4-7/8”)
Photostats:
Photostats must be submitted paste-up size
(except full pages), and must not be mounted
on board.
(A) Full page (9-3/8”xl2&”) or 7&”xlO”
(B) Half page (9-3/8”x6”)
(C) Two column/full page (6%”xl2%”)
(D) Two column/half page (614”x6”)
(E) One column/full page (3”xl 2Vz”)
(F) One column/half page (3”x6”)

TMID/VHERICON

POST OFFICE BOX 221 KANSAS CITY,/MISSOURI 64141

Please enter our reservation for____ pages in PR number____

□
□
□
□
□

Copy enclosed
Copy will arrive later
Check enclosed
Check arriving with copy
Please bill us

NAME_________________________ ________________________

ADDRESS_____________________________________________

CITY

STATE____ ZIP

COMPANY____________________________________________
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Camera-ready Originals:
Originals (except full-pages) must be submit
ted paste-up size—the same as photostats—and
should not be mounted on board. Full-pages,
however, may be submitted any size as long as
they are proportioned to reduce to the sizes
indicated under "Negatives. ”

CONVENTION

COLOR:
Please enquire and provide full details.
HALFTONES:
No additional charge if screened negatives or
photostats are provided. Add $7.50 for each
ad if stripping or screening is required of our
printer.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING:
Set solid, no display, 10c per word, $2.00
minimum, name and address free.
REMITTANCE:
Full remittance must accompany all fan and
classified ads unless previous arrangements
have been made. 5% discount to all profes
sional advertisers if payment accompanies ad
copy—if billed, net: 30 days. 5% discount to
all advertisers who buy space in the three
remaining Progress Reports. Payment must ac
company first ad. Make all checks payable to:
MidAmeriCon.

AESTHETICS:
We reserve the right to refuse ads on aesthetic
grounds-for reasons of both questionable
taste and sloppy execution.
MAILING INSTRUCTIONS:
Pack ad copy carefully with sufficient card
board stiffeners and mail to: MidAmeriCon,
P.O. Box 221, Kansas City, MO 64141. Ads
cannot be returned unless postage is included.
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you
THINK

o those who lived through it and
survived, it was painfully apparent
that Discon II signaled the end of
an era—the era of the unrestricted
Worldcon. And more disturbingly, it signaled
the beginning of a dangerously new one in the
history of the World Science Fiction Conven
tion: the G*I*G*A*N*T*I*C*O*N!
It was also quite obvious that something
very drastic would have to happen. If it didn’t
future Worldcon committees would be faced
with the rather unpleasant prospect of being
inundated by the hordes of fans now being
attracted, in ever growing numbers, to the
Worldcons. And what lucky Worldcon com
mittee, graced with an incredible sense of
timing, grabbed this brass-ring-of-a-problem
while on the carousel of fandom? You guessed
it, Ace, good ol’ Cowtown, USA.
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Where have all these new fans come from?
Why has the Worldcon grown in attendance
by such leaps and bounds? The answer lies
partially in the astoundingly sudden popular
ity and acceptance of SF and fantasy in many
levels of society—especially among educators
and students at the high school and college
level. To state the obvious, SF and fantasy are
no longer in the literary ghetto.
We have arrived—and look at all the nice
people who are waiting in our con registration
areas to welcome us.
As near as we can determine the major at
tendance increases are coming from the ever
growing fringe and sub-fandoms and the local
at-the-door attendees, many of whom seem to
have little or no interest in mainstream SF. It
is these people who are clogging the halls and
jamming the major events, much to the dis
may of long-time con goers.

Still a bit skeptical of this “doomsday”
rhetoric? If so, look at the recent record and
judge for yourself: L.A.Con in ’72 had a to
tal paying membership of just over 2000.
Torcon, the following year, topped 3000 and
Discon, this past year, broke the 4500 mark!
A quick calculation will show that this is an
approximate increase of 50% over the previ
ous year’s total membership. (A glance at our
roster in this PR will show that we have well
over twice the membership Discon had at this
point.) It must be remembered that the at
tending membership of these Worldcons was
less than the total paid membership, but this
50% increase applies to them also.
Skipping the Aussiecon this year, it is easy
to project a total membership for MidAmeriCon of close to 7000. And that, dear friends,
is only a “normal” increase projected along
that escalating percentage curve! This doesn’t
MidAmeriCon

even take into consideration the additional
people our Guest of Honor may be expected
to pull in. Nor does it take into account the
extra fans who are always attracted to the
Worldcon when the previous year’s con is out
side of North America. And let us not forget
the easy accessibility of KC’s almost dead
center geographic location in the US.
So, you think you’ve got troubles? Tell me
about it.
Admittedly, the country’s current econom
ic instability could continue to worsen over
the next year and a half to the point where
transportation costs alone could keep away
all but the most die-hard convention fan. An
equitable solution, to be sure, but not a very
pleasing one when you consider the other un
pleasantries a recession brings. The question
is, can we count on this possibility to keep at
tendance down at MidAmeriCon? We don’t
think we can—there are just too many intangi
bles to consider. It’s a possibility, but possi
bilities are not solutions to immediate prob
lems.
Why will drastic measures be necessary to
keep things under control? The answer is two
fold: first, the Worldcon has simply grown to
the point that it’s almost beyond the control
of an amateur committee. The horror stories
that have filtered out of past Worldcon com
mittees (divorces, bitter disagreements, mass
gafiations, etc.) are brutal testimony to this
fact. For our own survival, and for those com
mittees to follow, we must begin to “put on
the brakes” or the Worldcon will surely col
lapse under its own weight.
The second, and most important, reason is
that the hotels now available in most major
cities are too small to hold the major func
tions and/or house all the attendees. The only
alternative is to go the convention center route
and I honestly don’t think many people are
looking forward to that solution for a good
many reasons. The logistics problems and cost
would be enormous and would surely involve
(from necessity) paid professionals to manage
the whole thing.
In our case, multiple housing will be neces
sary in order to accommodate everyone who
is expected to attend. Fortunately, it will be
no inconvenience as overflow hotels are in
plentiful supply and located close to the
Muehlebach—two directly across the street
and another in the same block. However, the
Muehlebach’s convention facilities are only
about two-thirds as large as those of Discon’s
Park Sheraton. We simply cannot hold a con
vention any larger than Discon without being
in serious trouble. As it is, MidAmeriCon will
be using the 2600 seat Music Hall in KC’s
Municiple Auditorium for one or two of the
convention’s larger functions. (The Auditori
um is directly across the street from the
Muehlebach.)
If necessary we will also use the convention
facilities in the Phillips House, our primary
overflow hotel across the street from the
Muehlebach. Even these extra facilities may
prove inadequate if the attendance at MAC is
as large as has been predicted.
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Top quality double knit, two color style

with one color body and contrasting
sleeves and collar.

The 8"x12" high KC in *76 emblem is an
exact reproduction of the official commit

tee emblem shown at left.
Stencil will match sleeve and collar color

Order your T-shirt with KC in

T-/HIRT/

Southtown Sports Spot

Small

7823 Wornall Rd.

Sizes
(34-36)

Medium

(38-40)

Large

(42-44)

*76 stenciled on the front or

back from:

Kansas City, Mo.

64114

Our price is a low 55.50 per

Color:
Blue body/gold sleeves

Orange body/black sleeves

T-shirt ordered and we will pay
the postage.

Foreign countries

add $1.00 to cost.

Red body/white sleeves

Green body/gold sleeves

Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

When ordering please include: Name, address, zip, quantity,
size, color and whether you want the stencil on front or
back.

Send check or money order only, no cash.

You think you’ve got trouble? Sure you do.
Soon after Discon the MidAmeriCon com
mittee began to look seriously at the various
options open to us on this volatile question.
Under the direction of the committee Bill
Fesselmeyer, the Program Coordinator for
MidAmeriCon, drew up the viable alternatives
and submitted them in published form for
consideration and general comments. Because
of the historical importance of this matter,
we reproduce, in slightly condensed form, the
alternatives as originally submitted to the Mid
AmeriCon committee:

The first alternative is to somehow set a
limit on the number of people who are al
lowed to attend. There are several different
methods that could be used, and some of the
methods could be effectively combined.
The first method of limiting attendance is
to simply set an absolute number of member
ships to be sold—the number being what the
hotel facilities can comfortably hold.
Advantages:
1. Under no circumstances could the facili
ties become overcrowded.
2. Such an arbitrary limit is reasonably fair
to all; anyone can be expected to understand
“first come, first served.”
Disadvantages:
1. The convention would have to have an
extremely tight budget. In the past several
years, the at-the-door fees have provided a
margin of safety beyond budgeted expenses.

This plan would mean that only a fixed amount would be coming in, without even a
hope of that last minute “bonus.” With infla
tion the way it is, how could the committee
project expenses accurately enough to be sure
it wouldn’t be caught by the inflation?
2. Do you count supporting memberships
against the total memberships to be sold? If
you do, it’s likely many of these people will
have no intention of attending, thus squeezing
out people who would have come. If you
don’t count them, it is possible a large num
ber will convert at the door and blow your
set limits.
3. If the number is not reached at least 4 or
5 months in advance, many will want to buy
memberships at the door, saying that mem
berships were still available the last they
heard. (It would take at least 4 or 5 months to
get the word out that memberships were sold
out.)
4. If, in an attempt to get around the previ
ous objection, the committee set an arbitrary
date for the end of sales, it’s quite possible
there would be enough unsold memberships
to put the convention in the red. By that time
it would be too late to reopen memberships
and notify fandom that x-many are still avail
able. The best that could be done would be to
spread the word that the committee goofed
and will sell memberships at the door. This
would do two things: anger those who had
bought memberships according to the rules,
and throw the con open to anyone who
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WHAT DO THESE
DISCRIMINATING SENTIENT LIFE FORMS

HAVE IN COMMONS
JOHN ALDERSON - AUS

LEO KINDT - NL

DANIELE BEVILACQUA - I

LISA KAUFMAN - USA

THOMAS CLARESON - USA

PETER KOENIG - USA

GIAN PAOLO COSSATO - I

WALDEMAR KUMMING - D

SEZAR ERKIN ERGIN - TR

HARTLEY PATTERSON - GB

ANDREA FERRARI - I

BRUCE ROBBINS - USA

BEVERLY FRIEND - USA

PETER ROBERTS - GB

JOEN GRANT - USA

ALAN SANDERCOCK - AUS

CAREY HANDFIELD - AUS

LELAND SAPIRO - USA

JOHN-HENRY HOLMBERG - S

EVA SIMONE-AVAROSSY - H

EDDIE JONES - GB

DAVE SELL - USA

SIMON JOUKES - B

DENNIS STOCKS - AUS

ANNEMARIE KINDT - NL

DICK WEST - USA

BESIDES BEING READERS OF THE

SPANG BLAH
THEY ALL SUPPORT
JAN HOWARD FINDER
DUFF
HOW ABOUT YOU ?

M DUFF, THE DOWN UNDER FAN FUND WAS CREATED IN 1972 TO EN—’COURAGE CLOSER TIES BETWEEN
FANS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE PACIFIC. THIS YEARS RACE WILL SEND A NORTH AMERICAN FAN TO
THE 1975 WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION BEING HELD IN MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. IF YOU CAN
NOT OBTAIN A BALLOT ELSEWHERE WRITE TO THE SPANG BLAH ANO REQUEST ORE.
SPANG BLAH
SPANG BLAH
PSC BOX 614
OR
PSC BOX 614
APO NY 09293
US AIR BASE
33081 AVIANO, ITALIA

showed up at the door, thus defeating the con
cept of the set limit.
5. In any case, whether an arbitrary date is
set or not, if all memberships are not sold in
advance and some are sold at the door, how
could you turn away people who came on
Saturday, for example, when the last allow
able membership was sold on Friday?
a. If they were allowed in anyway, you run
the risk of having a thousand more people
than the facilities can hold.
b. You can’t turn them away because, when
they were notified, at-the-door memberships
were still available.
c. Many of these people may have traveled
a great distance and would have nowhere else
to go if they were turned away. It would be
decidedly unfair to let in the long distance
travelers and not the locals. It would also be
unfair to those who stayed home, assuming
they couldn’t arrive in time to buy at-the-door
memberships.
6. There is already enough of a gate-crasher
problem at Worldcons. This plan would insure
massive gate-crashing.

Another proposal to limit membership is to
sell only advance memberships—none to be
sold at-the-door. However, supporting mem
berships could be converted to attending atthe-door.
Advantages:
1. The committee would have all the funds
in advance and would not have to guess when
budgeting.
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2. This is also reasonably fair to everyone
and easily understood as “put up or shut up.”
3. It would decrease registration problems—
everyone would be pre-registered.
Disadvantages:
1. Although it would help to know how
much money is available, there is still no sur
plus as an edge against inflation.
2. Many, not sure if they could attend or
not, might buy supporting memberships on
speculation and convert at the door, putting
the attendance beyond the capacity of the
facilities.
3. Fans or pros could show up and try to
“pull rank” creating an unpleasant scene, and
a problem whether you let them in or not.
4. People would claim to have sent in mem
berships that were never received—which, in
some cases, might even be true.
5. This plan discriminates against potential
Kansas City fans who would not be allowed to
come in off the street to see what SF cons are
all about.
6. This plan is still not a certain way to limit
memberships. Suppose there were 7000 ad
vance memberships?
The proposals to limit memberships by a
set number and selling only advance member
ships have much in common. The disadvan
tages are not listed under both proposals, but
it should be obvious that the problems of en
forcement and fairness are almost identical.
The major flaw shared by both plans is if
the limiting factor works too well. If the ad
vance sales are too far below the limiting num

ber, the committee will have the dismal choice
of losing money on the convention, or revers
ing themselves and selling as many at-the-door
memberships as possible—using any means.

Still another alternative for limiting the at
tendance would be to charge a prohibitive atthe-door fee. This would encourage most peo
ple to join early or not come at all. This would
be accompanied by a rapidly accelerating rate
scale that gets substantially higher as the con
nears.
Advantages:
1. No one would be arbitrarily excluded. If
they decided to attend at the last minute they
would have to pay, but at least they would be
able to get in.
2. This is the best financial plan of all: it in
sures both a large amount of money in ad
vance (when it is needed) and the bonus of atthe-door fees—which could add up quickly
even if only a handful registered.
3. Registration will be almost entirely pre
con.
4. Local fans would not be singled out for
exclusion. If they heard about it in time to
join at the lower rates, fine. If not, they pay
to get in the same as any other late-comer.
Disadvantages:
1. In spite of the fact that none of the
money will find its way into the hands of the
committee, cries of “profiteering” could arise.
2. More people than the facilities can hold
may simply register early.
3. Fans appear to be more affluent than in
the past and may still prefer to register at-thedoor in huge numbers.
4.
Gate-crashing will be a big temptation.
5. There will still be complaints about lost
pre-registration.

The next proposal to limit attendance is
radically different from the preceding ones.
It at least makes a pretense of being fair to
everybody. The proposal is to program the
convention in a way to discourage certain
special interest groups and fringe fans. There
are large numbers who attend the Worldcons
who are not interested in mainstream SF or
fandom at all. They come only for those few
events or features devoted to their limited in
terest. But, just so their money won’t be
wasted, they drag their bodies to all the major
functions—and boo when the Hugo doesn’t go
to their special interest.
By not including, or permitting these spe
cial interest groups access to the program, and
advertising that fact, these people will be dis
couraged from attending because there will be
nothing there to interest them.
Advantages:
1. No one will be excluded; only those not
interested will be warned away. The con com
mittee is under no obligation to cater to any
particular special interest group and need not
include their favored activities in the program.
If people decided there was nothing to inter
est them and stayed home, the committee
should be applauded for truth in advertising.
2. The fringe fans this plan is designed to
MidAmeriCon

discourage are the ones who always seem to
attract the attention of the press and, by and
large, do not reflect credit on the rest of the
convention.
Disadvantages:
1. The special interest groups thus singled
out will be very upset. (Please note that no
one is suggesting the elimination of all special
interest events—such as the Georgette Heyer
Tea or the Burroughs Dum-Dum, which at
tract virtually no one who wouldn’t come
anyway—but rather only those special inter
ests that would attract large numbers who
would otherwise stay home.)
2. There will be hucksters who want to sell
things to those special interest groups. They
could be very upset if their potential custom
ers didn’t show up.
3. Part of the flavor of the Worldcon comes
from all the special interest groups who at
tend.
4. This still does not guarantee that too
many people will not show up.
It should be obvious that program discour
agement could be combined with any of the
other plans to limit attendance.
The last alternative is to not set any limits
at all, but to encourage a large enough atten
dance that the convention can afford to rent
the Municiple Auditorium for its major func
tions.
Advantages:
1. Absolutely no one need be excluded.
2. The facilities would not be overcrowded
during such events as the masquerade or the
meet the authors party.
3. Local attendance could (must) be en
couraged, both for the at-the-door fees and
for the sake of future KC fandom.
Disadvantages:
1. The cost could well be prohibitive if less
than 8 to 10 thousand people attended. If the
convention failed to draw the requisite num
ber, the committee would be stuck with a
massive debt and no way to pay it. It should
be fairly obvious that advance registration
would not cover the rental of all that space,
leaving it up to at-the-door fees that could fail
to materialize.
2. With the large number of attendees re
quired, the other facilities would be over
crowded when there was no major event to
draw people from the hotel.
3. The sheer number of attendees required
to make the con break even financially would
insure huge crowds of neofans, fringe fans,
and worse yet, non-fans on hand to make it
difficult for trufans to locate each other, etc.
4. During the late evening hours (party
time) there could be unruly crowds in the ho
tel who might be unmanageable both because
of their numbers and because they are not
fans and wouldn’t understand about closed
parties, etc.

After many hours of discussing the pros
and cons of the proposals, the MidAmeriCon
committee decided to table further debate on
this very important decision until we could get
Progress Report 2

LOOK!
NEW MEMBERSHIP RATES!
Beginning:

January 1, 1975
May 1, 1975
September 1, 1975
January 1, 1976
May 1, 1976
August 1, 1976
—and At the Door

Attending Supporting

$ 6.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00

$4.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00

50.00

6.00

Supporting memberships may be converted to attending at any time, but the
conversion rate is the difference between
what you paid for the supporting mem
bership and the attending rate at the time
of conversion.

opinions from fandom at large. Under the co
ver title of Whichness of the Why, the five al
ternatives to the question of limiting atten
dance were distributed by Bill Fesselmeyer via
the mails to a large number of veteran congoers. They were then distributed at the 1974
MILEHICON in Denver and WINDYCON in
Chicago, and finally run through various APAs
of which Bill is a member.
Response to Whichness of the Why was
most interesting and can be sampled in the
lettercolumn elsewhere in this PR. The opin
ions were generally in line with our own think
ing and helped a great deal in our reaching
what we feel is the most equitable solution to
the problem.
We realized that whatever the decision our
actions would generate criticism from the less
progressive in fandom—those who worship
some hazy golden-age of fandom that never
really existed, those who will not face reality.
Yes, Virginia, reality does intrude into fan
dom now and again. It is a very definite real
ity that the Worldcon must change or perish.
With this in mind, the MidAmeriCon com
mittee finalized the attendance limiting policy
at its December 22nd meeting.
We decided to combine a high at-the-door
fee with an escalating schedule of membership
rates, rates that grow significantly higher as
the convention nears. (I direct your attention
to the rate schedule on this page.) It was also
decided that the rate for converting from sup
porting to attending would be the difference
between the amount paid for the supporting
membership and the attending rate at the time
of conversion. It is our belief that this is the
only practical and fair way to really discour
age an overwhelming attendance; using a form
of financial discrimination that works equally
against everyone.
Those who are only marginally interested
will hopefully be turned off by the higher
rates (cons have never charged such outrag
eous prices), especially those who always join
at the last minute or at the door. Admittedly,

this is not a perfect solution—alas, there is no
perfect solution. However, the theory seems
sound; it only needs proving. If it doesn’t de
crease attendance, it should at least slow the
increase. Famous last words, perhaps?
If it appears these measures are totally in
effective, a limit may have to be set. It’s some
thing we surely don’t want to do, but we will
if necessity demands.
In addition to the economic controls, the
MidAmeriCon committee has also adopted the
policy of “discouragement” programming in
the following special interest areas: comics,
Star Trek, Planet of the Apes, and the Society
for Creative Anachronisms.
Before you begin gibbering at the moon
and writing us long-winded letters of hate and
outrage, calm down and think about it. What
this means, simply, is: there will be no activi
ties of any kind related to these areas on the
MidAmeriCon program. When choosing the
areas for which to de-program, we used a very
simple criterion: which fandoms have out
grown the need of a “shelter” under the wing
of the World Science Fiction Convention?
Which are now independent and have their
own conventions (or large gatherings) and ex
ist completely apart from mainstream science
fiction fandom?
We are not saying that people interested in
these areas will not be welcome at MidAmeri
Con. On the contrary, everyone who has a
genuine interest in science fiction and fantasy
is welcome and encouraged to attend. If, how
ever, any of these areas are your only reason
for coming, then be warned that there will be
nothing at MidAmeriCon to interest you.
MAC will be strictly an SF and fantasy con
vention.
Another time-honored programming tradi
tion (coincidentally begun in Missouri in 1969
at St.Louiscon—six years is “time-honored” in
fandom) will also bite the dust: all-night mov
ies. Because of one of the developing themes
of MidAmeriCon—“SF, fantasy and the arts”
—we do not feel the film program should be
eliminated entirely. Also, a well-planned film
program can be successful in pulling people
away from certain “crowd-problem” program
items, such as the masquerade. Generally, the
films will not last beyond one o’clock in the
morning; at which time the film room will be
locked and guarded until it reopens early the
next afternoon.
Finally, we will do our best to keep a low
profile when it comes to local publicity and,
more importantly, publicity in the profession
al SF field. Unfortunately, most of our poli
cies will create a bit of discussion (some of it
heated, and all of it lengthy) which is likely to
generate the publicity we don’t want.
So, you still think you’ve got troubles, eh?
Well, Ace, welcome to the club!
□
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This volume presents the major mythologies of interest to the
roles of the gods and goddesses, and the trials and adventures of
heroic men and women are narrated in an inviting manner.
But the author goes beyond reporting the seemingly fanciful /
tales handed down from past civilizations. In his perceptive
J
Commentaries, he probes beneath the surface action of the
■
legends to examine their deeper significance.
fl

fypt'an

* Ibis book ata an explanation
' ’ of science fiction for both the aficionado
and general reader, spanning
i
such early masters as H. G. Wells
and Jules Verne to the new wave
Aof writers of today such as Heinlein,
Niven, and Asimov. It
traces themes and
changing trends as
reflected in
,heir wor*<s’
discusses the
ever increasing
| popularity of science fiction and projects
a future course of the genre. The
science fiction readers guide will lead
the reader through an entertaining
survey of the major works of the
century as well as
— I
afford a deep insight into the
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P.O. Box 80728

Lincoln, Nebr. 68501

Ship to

Science Fiction Reader’s Guide, $1.50
Mythology for the Modern Reader, $1.50

___

।

reading, writing, and
understanding of this
increasingly popular form
of fiction.

MidAmeriCon
MEMBERSHIPS
(As of December 31,197A)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Robert A. Heinlein
Virginia Heinlein
George Barr
Bob Tucker
Ken Keller
Jim Loehr
India May Boone
Mike Baker
Ron Benton
Bob Boyed
Teresa Boyed
Ivan Boykin
Chris Carduff
Bill Fesselmeyer
Randy Grindinger
Rusty Hevelin
Floyd Johnson
Larry Kopitnik
Gary Mattingly
Jeff May
Neil Preston
Tom Reamy
Doug Reed
Byron L. Roark
Sherry Fesselmeyer
Jack W.Stone
Brian Tannahill
John D. Taylor
Bjo Trimble
John Trimble
Richard Wikholm
Sarah S. Wilde
Allan Wilde
David Wilson
Alyson Abramowitz
David L. Allen
Clifford Amos
Vary Amos
Dana Anderson
Paul Lynton Anderson
Sue Anderson
Thom Anderson
Frank Andrasovsky
Arlan Keith Andrews
George Andrews
John W. Andrews
Kathleen Andrews
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48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Peter Andrews
Ronald J. Andrukitis
Fred Anson
Jeffrey N. Appelbaum
Dianna Jo Arnold
Herb Arnold
Lynn Aronson
Mark Aronson
Bruce D. Arthurs
Lon Atkins
Shirley Avery
Don Ayres
John M. Baker
Frank Balazs
Richard Bartucci
Randy Bathurst
Becky Bearden
Nyle Beatty
Ralph B. Benaim
Elizabeth Benn
Naren A. Benn
Elliot Kay Shorter
William F. Benthake
Wm. B. Berg
Mark Bernstein
John D. Berry
Leroy F. Berven
Edward E. Bielfeldt
Sheryl L. Birkhead
Dainis Bisenieks
Kent Bloom
Bob Blough
Don Blyly
Calvin K. Bobbitt
Patti Boling
Jean Bryant Bogert
Leo Borgman
Rita Borgman
Walter H. Borokoff
Robert M. Bosma
Kearney Bothwell
Mara Bothwell
Mary J. Boudreaux
Ron W. Bounds
Barbara Bova
Ben Bova
Bill Bowers
Herbert W. Bracewell

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Anne Brainard
Douglas Brainard
David S. Brandt, Jr.
Seth Breidbart
H. Corson Bremer
Greg Bridges
Maxine L. Broadwater
C. W. Brooks, Jr.
Rick Brooks
Charles N. Brown
Dena C. Brown
Janet L. Brown
Jennie Brown
Amy P. Brownstein
Stewart Brownstein
Ginjer Buchanan
Karl Bunday
Joanne Burger
Buck Burkett
Sherna Burley
Paul R. Burnett
GaleBurnick
Mary J. Burns
Kathy Busby
Linda Bushyager
Ron Bushyager
Joe Butler
John Butler
Donna Camp
John Campbell
Jaime Carbonelle
Russell Cardenal
Douglas S. Carey
Dave Carldon
James B. Carleton III
Michael Carlson
Larry Carmody
James A. Carpenter
Barbara A. Carter
John Carter
William C. Carton
William B. Catus III
C. E. Cazedessus, Jr.
Mary Cazedessus
Joe Celko
Susan J. Chapman
Ann L. Chancellor
Glenn Chapman

144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

Cy Chauvin
Douglas W. Cheshire
Marsden E. Chew
Elliot Chikofsky
P.Chuffa
Alessandro Cima
TomClareson
Elmer Clark
Hal Clement
Robert J. Clifford III
Alisa Cohen
Eli Cohen
Jonathan Cohen
Lynn E. Cohen
Robert W. Cohen
Sanford J. Cohen
Wm. Colbert
Walter R. Cole
Joe Coleman
Karen S. Coleman
Cathleen M. Collett
Tom Collins
Edward C. Conner
Roberta Conner
William D. Conner
Dorothy Coon
Larry Coon
Eleanore R. Cooper
Jon Coopersmith
Roberta D. C. Corey
Rita Coriell
Vern Coriell
James A. Corrick
Chris Couch
Leigh Couch
Mike Couch
Norbert C. Couch
Roger A. Cox
Paul C. Crawford
Charles R. Curley
Tony Cvetko
Garth Danielson
Janet Davis
Alex DeBettencourt
Joe Debolt
Mike Deckinger
Sandra Deckinger
John DeLongpre

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

Judy-Lynn Del Rey
Lester Del Rey
Richard Delap
Thomas DeMarco
Chris Dennison
Genevieve Dimodica
Ann F. Dietz
Franklin M. Dietz, Jr.
Michael E. Dobson
Jerome A. Dolan
Robert O. Domitz
Colleen P. Donahue
Paul R. Dorethy
James Suhrer Dorr
Ruth Michelle Dorr
Eileen F. Doser
John Douglas
Anthony C. Downes
Larry Downes
Paulette Downing
C. M. Drahan
Diane E. Duane
Tom Dunlap
Frances S. Dyer
David Dyer-Bennett
R. L. Eager
Yale F. Edeiken
David H. Elder
Marie C. Elder
Marjii Ellers
Joe Ellett
David Emerson
Richard H. Eney
Jean Engel
Theodore H. Engel
Michael Everling
Howard C. Everly
Thecla R. Fabian
Pamela Faint
A. Falkenhagen
Gary Farber
James K. Farley
Loraine Farley
Drew Farrell
Tom Faulhaber
Douglas Faunt, Jr.
George Fergus
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239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314

Eric Ferguson III
John Ferraro
Thomas Fife
Jan Howard Finder
Sally C. Fink
Edward P. Finkelstein
Craig Finseth
Samuel Fisher
Jim Flick
John Flory
Terry Floyd
Dorothy C. Fontana
Steven Francis
Jackie Franke
Wally Franke
Ellen Faye Frankin
Donald Franson
Frank Kelly Freas
Polly Freas
Freff
Jim Frenkel
Meade Frierson HI
Penny Frierson
Peter A. Frisch
Randolph Fritz
Kenneth R. Frost
Roby Furber
Claire Gabriel
David Gaines
Elizabeth Gaines
Irwin Gaines
Richard Gaines
Robert B. Gaines
Thomas Galloway
Nathan B. Gavarin
Ken Gaynor
Albert E. Gechter
Rick Gellman
Deborah K. Gerst
Jay L. Gerst
Adam Gilinsky
Paula G. Gill
Bruce Gillespie
Mike Glicksohn
Barry Gold
Lee Gold
Mark Goldenberg
Abbie Goldsmith
Wally Gonser
Dave Gordon
Sherry M. Gottlieb
Claire E. Graham
Louis Allen Graham
Roger Gregory
Paul Greiman
Joseph L. Green
Juanita H. Green
Roland J. Green
Elizabeth L. Gross
David G. Grubbs
Richard P. Gruen
Cathy Grzywacz
Robert Guenther
John H. Guidry
Susan L. Guthmann
Ted N. Haigh
Jay Haldeman
John Hall
Kristina A. Hall
David Halteman
Gene Hamill
Ronald U. Hamlin
James H. Hansen
Bruce W. Hanson
Ralph Hanson
David G. Hardesty
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315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390

Mari E. Harding
Gerald E. Harp
Anne L. Harper
John A. Harper III
Harold Harrigan
Richard Hartel
Fred Haskell
William M. Hawkins
Timothy R. Hays
Kenneth C. Heaton
Ralph W. Heissinger
Katherine Hellman
Anita Henricksen
Keith T. Henricksen
Joe L. Hensley
Carol E. Ruff
Don Hetsko
Alan Hejer
Frederick A. Hewett
Virginia E. Hewett
Carolyn Hickman
Lynn A. Hickman
Robert L. Hillis
Margaret A. Hilt
Charles Hitchcock
Joan Hofstetter
Rose M. Hogue
Ronald F. Holik
John Hollis
Larry J. Holden
Christopher Holland
Flieg Hollander
Lynn Hollander
Mitchell Hollander
Charles P. Holst
Kleeo A. Hondros
Katherine O. Horne
Chris Hoth
Allan Howard
Dana Holm Howard
Ken Hoyme
Jimmy Huang
Frank J. Hudson
James F. Hudson
Lori R. Huff
Nancy Hussar
Max Hyre
Lisa Anne Ivey
David Jacobs
Jerald Jacks
Craig C. Jackson, Jr.
Frederick W. Jackson
Sharon Jarvis
Michael Jensen
Bonita Joecks
Carl W. Joecks
Linda J. Johnson
Michael D. Johnson
Paul C. Johnson, Jr.
Steven F. Johnson
Vera Johnson
Eddie Jones
Jeff Jones
Marsha Elkin Jones
Kingston Gerald Kane
Gail S. Kaufman
Jerry Kaufman
Karen Kasting
Keith G. Kato
Ed Kawasaki
Richard E. Keating
Morris M. Keesan
Margaret Ford Keifer
Mary N. Keller
Pat Kennedy
Peggy Kennedy
t

391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466

Bill Kepner
Paul R. Keske
Virginia Kidd
Trina E. King
David B. Kirby
Jay Kay Klein
Mel Klozar
Charles A. Knox
Irvin Koch
Samuel E. Konken III
Kenneth R. Konkol
Nard Kordell
Larry Kramer
B. J. Krieg
Ed Krieg
Arline E. Kriftcher
Joseph Krolik
Brad Krongard
Malcolm J. Kudra
David A. Kyle
Ruth E. Kyle
Bob A. Lamb
Janie Lamb
Margaret Lamb
Jonathan Lang
Devra M. Langsam
Barb Larsen
Dave Larsen
Roger D. Lawter
Hope Leibowitz
Benjy Lessinger
Deedee Lessinger
Joel Lessinger
Margaret Lessinger
Sherri Lessinger
Karen Levin
Anthony Lewis
Henry Charles Lewis
Susan Lewis
Tawna Lee Lewis
Paula Lieberman
Dennis Lien
Floyd Lightsey
Guy H. Lillian III
Wendy Lindboe
William Linden
Robert Linderman
Eric B. Lindsay
Tamar J. Lindsay
Samuel S. Long
Robert Longley
Linda Lounsbury
Frank A. Love
Donald W. Lundry
Grace C. Lundry
Hank Luttrell
Lesleigh M. Luttrell
Linda Lutz
Aubrey MacDermott
Joseph T. Major
Bill Mallardi
Tim C. Marion
David Martin
George R. R. Martin
Bruce Martz
Larry Mason
Candice Massey
Philip Matthews
Linda McAllister
Richard McAllister
Jane McAshan
R. B. McAshan
Brian J. McCarthy
S. McCormack
Ann McCutcheon
R. Terry McCutchen

467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542

Michael P. McGee
Leslie McKay
Kajsa McKinney
Richard L. McKinney
Pat McNally
Banks H. Mebane
Michael J. Mehl
S. Z. Meschkow
Paul W. Meyer
John Miesel
Sandra Miesel
A. Watson Miller
Alan F. Miller
Ben W. Miller
Joanna V. Miller
Keith A. Miller
Martin D. Miller
Steven Miller
Sue Miller
Glenn Mitchell
June M. Moffatt
Len Moffatt
Caroline Molitch
Mark E. Molitch
Don T. Moore
Skip Morris
Wayne S. Morrison
Bet Moss
Joe Moudry
Phyllis A. Moudry
Ralph J. Muha
James G. Mule
Joyce Muskat
Debbie Naffziger
Nancy Nagel
Ro Nagey
David A. Nelson
John H. Neubert
Barnett Neufeld
New Orleans SF Ass’n
Bruce Newrock
Flo Newrock
Lois Newman
Rick S. Newman
Richard C. Newsome
Susan Nice
Donald S. Noble
Rick Norwood
John J. Novak
C. David Noziglia
Dale S. Odell
Nori Ann Odoi
Thomas Oehser
Andrew J. Offutt
Jodie Offutt
Jim Olson
Mark L. Olson
Frank Olynyk
Robert A. Osband
Mark Owings
Gerald Page
Philippe Paine
Sally Palanos
Alexei Panshin
Cory Panshin
Patricia Papendorf
Walter Papendorf
Roland M. Parsons
Ara Pashinian
Anne Passovoy
Robert D. Passovoy
John G. Paul
Rose Paul
Karen J. Pauls
Ted Pauls
Brian Pavlac

543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618

Peggy Rae Pavlat
Robert K. Pavlat
Kathie Pellarin
Mario Pellarin
Frank Perkins, Jr.
Blue Petal
Karl T. Pflock
Susan Phillips
G. Piedmont
Robert Piedmont
Rodney A. Pieper
Guy Plunkett III
Rick Pohlman
Andrew Porter
J. B. Post
Jerry Pournelle
Roberta Pournelle
Robert B. Pratt, Jr.
Frank Prieto, Jr.
Lawrence R. Proksch
Lawrence W. Propp
Denis Quane
Theodore Quock
Alan Rachlin
Joan Rapkin
Myron Rapkin
E. Bruce Reaves, Jr.
Marjorie R. Reaves
Carol Resnick
Mike Resnick
Neil Rest
R.Joseph Rhoads
Jim Rhoda
Ira Lee Riddle
Polly Riddle
Howard Rifken
Joseph Rispoli, Jr.
Paul V. Rittelmeyer
Geoff Robbins
Donald Robertson
John Robinson
Kevin M. Roddy
Bob Roehm
Ronald D. Rogers
Kurt William Rohr
David E. Romm
Dan Rooney
Stephanie Rosenbaum
Elyse S. Rosenstein
Steven J. Rosenbaum
A. Joseph Ross
Eveleen Roy
John F. Roy
Lawrence A. Ruh
Robert Sabella
Louise Sachter
Don Sakers
James R. Saklad
Martin Saltz
Rita Saltz
Richard Sandler
Buddy Saunders
Judy Saunders
Sandra B. Savlin
Mary Sayer
Mary H. Schaub
Samuel Scheiner
Michael Schlesinger
Robert A. Schmelzer
Samuel Schulhat
J. Neil Schulman
George H. Scithers
Lucille A. Scofield
Janice D. Scott
Joan Serrano
David Shank
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cartoon by Marc Schirmeister
WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION BIDDING COMMITTEE
for
LOS ANGELES in '78

Len & June Moffatt

Milt Stevens

Bruce & Elayne Pelz
Craig Miller

619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694

Harva L. Sheeler
Ker. Sheridan
Stu Shiftman
Barbara Silverberg
Robert Silverberg
Richard B. Sims
David Singer
Jonathan K. Skaff
Beresford Smith
Michael R. Smith
Michael T. Smith
Patrick Smith
Terry Lee Smith
Thomas Alan Smith
Lee Smoire
Barry Smotroff
Southern Fandom Conf.
Charles E. Spanier
Louie Spooner
Michael Stahl
Jerry H. Stearns
Gary Steele
Phillip Stephens
Edith Stern
Fletcher Stewart
Stuart Stinson
Deb Stopa
Jon Stopa
Joni Stopa
Daniel W. Story
Eddie Stotts
Lars-Olav Strandberg
E. L. Strickland III
John K. Strickland, Jr.
Sheila Strickland
Bob Suess
Sheila Suess
Nancy L. Sutton
T. Michael Sutton
Beverly Swanson
Lou Tabakou
Rene Tabb
David Taggart
R. Stewart Tait
Michael Tallan
Alan R. Tegen
Penny M. Tegen
Gary Tesser
Steven Tesser
James R. Thomas
Dejah Thoris
Celia C. Tiffany
Michael T. Timmreck
Gerald Tishman
J. B. Tomlinson
David Travis
John Trinkaus
Catherine L. Troicke
Maurice Trudeau
Leslie J. Turek
Edward Turner
Greg Turner
Mary Ann Turner
Sally Albaugh Turner
William R. Turner III
R. Lawrence Tutihasi
Sylvia Tzinberg
Gail J. Valentine
Robert J. Van Andel
A. Van Sweringen
M. S. Van Sweringen
Edward Vaver
Victoria Vayne
Stanleigh B. Vinson
Faruk Von Turk
George Wagner
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695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
767
768
769
770
771

William C. Wagner
Jacob Waldman
Gary D. Walker
Michael Walsh
Patricia L. Wantland
Anthony D. Ward
Dalroy Ward
Michael Ward
David Warren
Elliot Weinstein
Michael L. Weisel
George H. Wells
Robert Werner
Caroline West
Stephen A. Whealton
Laurine White
Walter A. White
Marcus F. Wielage
Marc Wiener
David J. Williams III
Jack Williamson
Lynn Willis
Keith Wilson
Maureen Wilson
Ken Winters
Elaine Wojciechowski
Lenard Wojciechowski
Gene Wolfe
Lawrence E. Wolfe
Lew Wolkoff
Donald A. Wollheim
Elsie B. Wollheim
Woodrow Woo
Edward Wood
JoAnn Wood
Susan Wood
Benjamin M. Yalow
Andrew Yates
J. L. Young III
Jack C. Young
Judy Zelazny
Roger Zelazny
Leah A. Zeldes
Henry Beck
Martha Beck
Charles Bestler
Lester Boutillier
Alex Crippen
James Gordon Daner
Howard Devore
Leo Doroschenko
Robert L. Farrell
Richard Geis
Asenath K. Hammond
John Dale Howie
Mike McDermott
Paul McDermott
Andrea Mitchell
George Mitchell
Judith J. Johnson
Cole Richardson
Kathy Richardson
Harle Rowland
Roy Alan Rowland
M. L. Sherred
T. L. Sherred
Joyce M. Katz
Arnold D. Katz
Robert Whitaker
Judy Krupp
Roy Krupp
Doug Stokes
Barb! Johnson
Ervin H. Bush
Jack Chalker
William Osten

772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847

Neil Rubenstein
Chris Merrick
Greg Heifner
Angelo Dalessio
Mark Roberts
John Getgood
Bruce R. Quayle
Janice Jacobson
Dirk Wiggins
Chris Hulse
David B. Williams
Sher Lendall
Jim Lendall
Carl Gillespie, Jr.
Marc Kivett
Mark Robbins
Pat Lindsey
Phillip Lindsey
Arnold Fenner
Jack Rosenstein
John P. Bentz, Jr.
David Scharles
John Scharles
Spike MacPhee
Toyo M. Hill
Alan G. Hill
Anthony J. Falzone
Steve Frischer
Johnny M. Lee
F. A. Marcotte
Matt Harris
Eileen S. Braniecki
Polly A. Meulenberg
Robert Dale Chapman
Ernest-Albert Curtin
Crispin Burnham
Andy Finkel
Hazel Reynolds
John Mansfield
David Allen Hayes
Janie Swatzell
John Tim Cowden
Kevin Kirkpatrick
Grant Carrington
Mark P. Horvath
Phyrne Bacon
Michael J. Laurino
Ed Meskys
Ginger Kaderabek
Mike Bailey
Bruce Robbins
Alex Eisenstein
Phyllis Eisenstein
Julie Carter
Charles Leach
Gordon Garb
Randy Rohrbaugh
Fred Goldstein
David O. Anderson
Ken Moore
Alan Luck
Jeffrey S. Missman
Allan Chen
Sue Ann Drinski
Warren Nicholson
David E. Cypress
Joanne Swenski
Fred C. Mullins
LASFS
Thomas G. Digby
William Medlin
Linda Deneroff
Regina Gottesman
Fak Jones
Marybeth Colbert
Linda C. Schulze

848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923

Gary J. Schulze
Charlotte Moslander
Mary L. Cole
Gary Cole
Kirk R. McCarter
Gary Fairfax
Joe D. Bicking
Robert N. Alvis
Chip Bestler
David C. Boyce
Brian Burley
Bill Cavin
Charles A. Crayne
Dian Crayne
Joel Davis
William S. Denholm III
John Doty
Donald E. Eastlake
Jill Eastlake
Bill Evans
Buddie Evans
Mark Evans
Elton L. Fewell, Jr.
George Flynn
Alan Frisbie
Craig Van Grasstek
Charles Greenwald
Judith S. Harrow
Gayle Hormats
Carole Karchesky
Mark Irwin
Wayne Karchesky
Sally Kobee
Mike Lalor
John Langner
Ralph Ludwig
Bradford Lyau
John E. Maroney
John Millard
Craig Miller
David P. Nesius
Barry Parker
Fred Patten
Ross Pavlac
Bruce Pelz
Elayne Pelz
Randal Rau
Norton S. Savlin
Carol Shuttleworth
Pat Sims
Roger Sims
Celia Smith
Laurence C. Smith
Milton F. Stevens
Mark A. Swanson
John W. Tamer
Jan Trenholm
David L. Tully
Philip Faglio
Daniel J. Oakes
Thelma M. Rule
Teny Zuber
Bernie Zuber
Steve Larue
Ardis Waters
David Thewlis
Gladys I. Bohle
William C. Bohle
Wendy Laurette Smith
Carol W. Powell
Gail L. Powell
Leigh A. Powell
Kenneth A. Powell
Fred Prophet
Wayne Gray
David Gerrold

924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999

Sharane Atwood
Maurice Atwood
Carole Credidio
Melissa Snow
Sally Behr
Fritz Behr
Dean S. Abel
Lawrence Lerner
John R. Isaac
Bill Curry
Mike Kring
Sidney Altus
Martin Morse Wooster
Gary R. Vandenbos
Katherine Thorp
Fred Thorp
Robert P. Barger
Craig Hughes
Terry Hughes
Joseph G. Dittrich
Charles L. Overstreet
L. Richardson
Steven Egbert
Morning G'Zell
Tim Zell
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Church of All Worlds
Marc S. Glasser
Robert Opie Shepherd
RSFFA
Maureen Genteman
Paul Genteman
Chrystal Tackett
Roy Tackett
Matthew Witt
Cathy Hill
Greg Chalfin
Marion M. Anderson
Kevin Williams
Paul Michaels
C. B. Hyde
Carolyn Clark
Coleen Bruns
Margie Denny
Dorothy Denny
Ray Denny
Mrs. R. O. Denny
R. O. Denny
Dale Ohmart
Darrell Schleef
Steve Schleef
M. Christine Leonard
Donna Jo Hawkins
Jeffrey Hawkins
Randal Hawkins
James Flechtner
Elise Pavlac
Barbara Addison
Richard Addison
Beth Slick
Peter McCarus
Jerry Weist
Chuck Wooly
Kay Foglesong
Richard C. Rostrom
Bob Stone
A. Donald Baker
Lise Eisenberg
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SITEBCOI 75
July 25-27,1975

Louisville, Ky.

^eepSoutliCoii XIII
mc:andrewj offutt *************
Pro GoH: Philip Jose Farmer
fan GoH: Robert & Juanita Coulson
Special Southern Guests

Frank Kelly Freas

Thomas Burnett Swann

Program

All the features you expect, and
then some: panel discussions, art show, guest
speeches, films, auctions, hucksters. Other
attractions include an afternoon or evening
cruise on our own fabulous riverboat, the Belle
Of Louisville; special exhibits; a 24-hour
hospitality suite; parties; and much, much more
Banquet: buffet-style, all you can eat for $7.50.

And of course the traditional DeepSouthCon fea
tures : presentation of the Rebel and Phoenix
Awards, Southern Fandom Confederation business
meeting, site selection for DeepSouthCon XIV,
and all-night card sharking.

Hotel

The modern yet elegant Stouffer’s
Louisville Inn, easy walking distance from book
stores, restaurants, liquor stores, vice dens,
and tourist traps. Guaranteed room rates are:
single, $19.00; twin (two large double beds),
$26.00; plus $3.00 for each extra person.
Write to us for special RiverCon reservation
cards.

Also

Louisville is centrally located, easily
accessible by way of Interstate highway, airline
train, bus, and of course riverboat.
Registration is $5.00 in advance, $7.50 at the
door.

Sponsors: Falls of the Ohio SF Assn. (FOSFA) and East Louisville SF Assn. (ELSFA).
Committee: Cliff & Vary Amos, Ken Amos, Ken Breckenridge, Chris Dennison, Steve & Sue
Francis, Keith Hufford, Susan Phillips, Don Rosa, Bob Roehm, Lee Staton, Jack Young.

Info: RiverCon

P.O. Box 8251, Louisville, KY 40208

Kubla
Khac\
Khut>ed

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

May 30'JuncI, 1975
Music City Rodeway Inn
REGISTRATION
$7 in advance
$8 at door

Frank Kelly Freas

BRILEY PARKWAY AT 1-40

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37217

BANQUET
$7.25 a plate
GUEST OF HONOR

andrew j. offutt

ALSO SEE

Perry .A. Chapdelaine
Gordon R. Dickson
Alex § Phyllis Eisenstein
Charles L. Fontenay
Joe Green
Rusty Hevelin
George R. R. Martin
Bob Tucker
Gregg Williams
Donald A. Wollheim

PLUS ART BY

I

.
|
/

Chesley Bonestell
Vincent DiFate
Morris Scott Dollens
Dennis Dotson
Ed Emshwiller
Huckster Room Information:
Jackie Franke
Kelly Freas
Rusty Hevelin
Jack Gaughan
6594 Germantown Pike
Miamisburg,
Ohio 45342
Ludek Pesek
Richard Powers
General Information
John Schoenherr
Art
Show and Auction
Rick Sternbach
Material:

AND
Auction, bheer, Huckster Rooms, bheer,
Panels, bheer, 24 Hour Khan Suite with
our everful bathtub of bheer
PROGRAM BOOK AD RATES:

Ken Moore
647 Devon Dr.
Nashville, Tenn.

37220

1-615-832-8402
BUT NOT COLLECT

$10 full page, $5 half page,

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO KEN MOORE
$3 for personals

WORLDCON
MASQUERADES
The Subtle Art of Blatancy
by Mike Resnick
t was while photographing the LACon
masquerade in 1972 that it hit me:
here I was, thousands of miles from
home, sweating to death in a jacket
and tie, fighting other camera buffs
for a favored spot, and listening to some
pous ass from the con committee threatening
to throw us all out of the building if we didn’t
let him take his pictures first. I looked groggily across the room and saw some joker in a
costume, cool and relaxed, without another
soul nearer than 30 feet.
I think it was at that instant that I decided
I had been on the uncomfortable end of the
camera long enough, and took a mildly solemn
vow to become a costume freak. So we—
Carol, my wife, had precious little choice in
the matter—began to do our homework. For
starters, we studied some 700 slides I had tak
en during the previous ten worldcons. Then
we attended a couple of costume workshops
at regional cons, and spoke to a number of the
perennial winners about their methods and
theories.
Based on our “research” we came up with
certain general axioms, which have thus far
worked well enough to keep us undefeated at
recent worldcon masquerades and has resulted
in my being asked to share them with you.
This I shall do forthwith:
Authors. The very first thing we realized
was that certain authors’ characters rarely if
ever win, regardless of the excellence of the
costumes. Included among these are Edgar
Rice Burroughs, Robert E. Howard and H.P.
Lovecraft. (It also happens that they outsell
just about every other author in the field—
from which you may draw whatever conclu
sions you choose.)
An even more unhappy fact is that precious
few authors have evinced any desire to de
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scribe the dress of their characters; and most
of those who do are either unimaginative, or
at least un-reproducible.
What remains is a small handful of fantasy
authors who give flavorsome descriptions of
pom
guys, gals, and BEMS: Jack Vance, C.L. Moore,
A. Merritt, Clark Ashton Smith, and a few
others. The field is by no means limited to
these authors, but they offer the greatest
quantity of source material.
Topicality. We feel there are too many dis
advantages in doing costumes from a current
book. First, most of the audience—and prob
ably most of the judges, as well—usually have
not read it. Second, those who have read it
have probably formed their own very fresh
and recent impressions of the way the charac
ters look, and in their case you’d better not
vary too many iotas from the author’s descrip
tion (or their interpretation of same).
No-No's. Absolutely verboten is whatever
seems to be the rage. That includes Mr. Spock;
anyone from above, on, or beneath the Planet
of the Apes; Vampirella; any Creative Anachronists; and after Discon, I feel we can add
Celtic warriors and dancing girls to the list.
Based on the results, I’d say the judges seem
to agree with me on this point.
Visual Media. Taking a character from a
painting, a movie or a comic strip has been
done very well on occasion—most notably by
The Snake Mother (Tricon, 1966) and The
Black Queen from Barbarella (LACon, 1972)
—but usually the efforts at exact duplication
fall short. A number of Barbarellas, wearing
well-done, sexy, exotic costumes lost simply
because they didn’t look like Jane Fonda.
Characters. I would suggest that you seek
out some character who is not completely and
intricately described, so as to allow you some
creative license. A very definite plus are char-
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acters who are so distinctive they can be re
cognized without your having to explain what
your costume represents. Such characters are
rare, but they do exist: Chun the Unavoida
ble, The Snake Mother, Shambleau. . .to name
just a few.
Presentations. In well over a decade of at
tending masquerades, I have never seen a truly
effective verbal presentation—and with good
reason: If you’re not Fritz Leiber, you simply
haven’t got the ability to project your voice.
(Friends of Sam Moskowitz may debate this,
but I’m speaking in a dramatic context.)
Another major drawback is that, except for
humorous or fannish presentations, the audi
ence is required to have a somewhat intimate
knowledge of the book from which the scene
has been excerpted. At any rate, the really
memorable presentations—the Andersons’
“Bat and the Bitten” (St.Louiscon, 1969), or
any of Jon and Joni Stopa’s—have always been
visual and not verbal.
Detail. Lord knows you want to be as au
thentic as possible, and certainly pre-judging
allows the judging panel to see all the fine and
delicate handiwork that went into your cos
tume—but you must never forget that you will
be appearing before a minimum of 3,000 peo
ple, most of whom will be so far away all your
minute work will be lost to them. If you can
be subtle and blatant at the same time, fine;
if not, blatancy wins every time.
Nudity. Nude girls are nothing new at
worldcon masquerades; I have a photo of one
from the 1952 Chicon. However, they were
usually exhibitionistic costumes that delighted
the audience and never won anything but a
second run-through for the benefit of the
male judges. Recently, things have changed,
and LACon,Torcon, and Discon II had a num
ber of truly superb costumes utilizing nudity,
demonstrating not once but many times over
that if the nudity is an integral part of the cos
tume rather than the other way around, it can
be effective enough to win. After all, other
things being equal, a lovely girl in a good cos
tume that requires some nudity is nicer to
look at than a lovely girl in a good costume
that requires no nudity.
There has been no total male nudity, that I
know of, but I suppose it can’t be far away.
BEMs. There have been a few good ones in
the past, and there will be again. However,
since Hollywood, with its zillions of dollars
and masters of make-up, creates so few reallooking BEMs, it’s not too likely that you, an
amateur costume-maker, can do so on your
own.
Women's Clothing. The bulk of descriptions
in sf stories fall into one of three categories:
a—total or near-total nudity (guaranteed to
receive applause, but not much else unless
handled very creatively; b—slave girls/barbarian girls (available for $9.95 from Frederick’s
of Hollywood, and guaranteed to please but
lose; and c—robes, veils, smocks, and anything
else that most authors use to imply novel and
futuristic clothing, but which all too often
show a paucity of imagination on the part of
the author. There are many things in category
Progress Report 2

C to choose from, and millions to leave alone;
the main thing is to make sure that the cos
tume doesn’t look like a made-over dress. No
matter how much gobbledegook and ginger
bread a girl puts on an old dress or robe, it al
most always winds up looking like an old
dress or robe with gobbledegook and ginger
bread added.
Men's Clothing. Even a poorer source than
women’s clothing. All barbarians don’t wear
furs and miniskirts, all heroes don’t wear
capes, and most costumers don’t remember
those two facts.
Figures. It’s important to be realistic when
appraising your figure. A skinny, flat-chested
girl shouldn’t be playing Barbarella any more
than a balding, paunchy gentleman should try
to convince the world that he’s really Kimball
Kinnison.
Characterization. Most participants seem to
feel that if they don’t have a presentation to
give they need merely walk across the stage
and let it go at that. Wrong. Even if you’re
not reciting lines or going through a routine,
you are impersonating a character, so make
every effort to become that character. If you
are a fleshpot, slink; if you are a barbarian,
swagger; if you’re a wicked witch, slouch and
leer. It really does make a difference.
Movement. Costumes are made to be worn
as well as photographed. Make sure yours
doesn’t hang stiffly and awkwardly, and keep
in mind that only a handful of people are go
ing to see you do anything but moving across
the stage.
Comfort. You will be in your costume any
where from 4 to 8 hours, depending on how
well or ineptly the masquerade is run. There
fore, it would be wise to keep that in mind
when designing what you must wear during

that time. More than one poor soul has fainted
from heat, lack of oxygen, and/or other prob
lems, and a hell of a lot of naked and nearnaked people have sweated off their body
paint before ever getting on the stage. (Prac
ticing all this at home sure doesn’t hurt.)
$$$. As worldcon masquerades have be
come more and more sophisticated, the aver
age winning costume has doubtless increased
in cost. However, if you don’t charge yourself
for the eons you spend working on it, you can
still turn out an elaborate costume for a mere
pittance (or two mere pittances, anyway). At
Discon II, Carol, as The White Sybil, had an
enormous headdress composed of shining
curved spokes that one professional costume
maker told us would have cost $600 had we
had him create it for us. It cost us less than
$5.00, and was composed of styrofoam Christ
mas wreaths, Mod Podge glue, and a bottle of
glitter. At Torcon, when I was Chun the Un
avoidable, I wore some 150 eyeballs on my
robe. Glass eyes—and even plastic eyeballs at
novelty shops—were exorbitant, so I bought
13 boxes of factory-reject ping-pong balls at
20 cents for a box of 12, spent 30 cents more
buying stick-on dots for irises and pupils at a
stationery store, and spent another dollar on
picture-hanging wire with which to suspend
the “eyeballs.” The Stopas probably haven’t
spent $250 on all their costumes put together,
and they’ve won prizes at more than half a
dozen worldcons. So yes, if you’re willing to
put in the proper amount of mental and phy
sical effort, you can turn out an occasional
minor masterpiece within a pauper’s budget.
And I would suggest you begin doing so
immediately. The way attendance is soaring,
the only sure way to see any future masquer
ade is to be a part of it!
□
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¥?s. Regan, there is a
CINEFANTASTIQUE
Volume 3 Number 4
Now On Sale

Perhaps you haven't heard about us
either?
CINEFANTASTIQUE
(pro
nounced sin-eh-faun-tass-teek') is a
film magazine for horror, fantasy,
and science fiction fans beginning a
.
fourth year of publication. We're
k
probably the world's most luxuriE
ous and expensively produced fan
^k
publication, a full-sized 8.5x11,
48 page magazine with eight full
k
pages of color art and photo^k
graphs evocative of the beauty
^k
and sense of wonder that is
the fantasy film's prime at^k
^k
traction. Subscribe now or
^k
pick out a back issue that

^k
Hk
^k
Bak

interests you and discover the excitement of
reading about the world
of horror , fantasy and
science fiction films
IgA
in a magazine that is
^k
not juvenile or conIk
descending. You'll
be forced to adJwA,
mit, the fantasy
w.\
film has never
Bk
looked as good
^k
before!

THE EX ORW
CIST is examinedinVol3No
4 (pictured right)
WB
in interviews with
William Friedkin,
^B
the film's director ,
^B
Dick Smith, its talented makeup artist,
^B

and Jason Miller, the
actor who played the
troubled Jesuit, Father
Karras. Madcap director, Mel Brooks, talks a-

bout the creation of his

■M

i

vH
^B

latest film satire, the zany

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN, a
W
paen to James Whale and the ^B
old Universal horror classics.
^B
A colorful, photo filled look beW
hind the scenes of FLESH GORW
DON reveals why it took three
’
years and $1,000,000 to produce a
pornographic science fiction film.
The production of THEM! is remi
nisced about by its producer and di
rector, revealing the stultifying milieu of the Hollywood studio system in
the 1950s. And that's not all, by far...

>411 Twelve
Back Issues Available

CINEFANTASTIQUE

CINEFANTASTIQUE
FALL 1971

Volume 1 Number 1

Volume 1 Number 2

Volume 1 Number 3

Volume 1 Number 4

Volume 2 Number 1

Volume 2 Number 2

Volume 2 Number 3

Volume 2 Number 4

$1

Subscriptions begin with Vol 4 No 1
which features a retrospect evalu
ation of Richard Matheson's THE
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN, a
career article and interview with
director Brian DePalma, and a
round - table discussion with the
producers and the screenwriter of
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD, one
of the most controversial horror
films ever made. Listed below are
the highlights of all back issues. In
three volumes we have reviewed
over 300 films. That's just one of
the reasons CINEFANTASTIQUE is
the review of horror, fantasy and
science fiction films.

Volume 3 Number 2

Volume 3 Number 1

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Volume 3 Number 3

BACK ISSUES

CINEFANTASTIQUE Magazine, Post Office Box 270, Oak Park, Illinois 60303
(

(

(

) One Year
$10
four issues
) Two Years $18
eight issues
) Three Years $25
twelve issues

"ame

Address

City

State

Zip Code

Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1:
2:
3:
4:
1:
2:
3:
4:
1:
2:
3:
4:

$7
$7
$7
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$7
$4
$4
$4

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

VOL 1 NO 1: Rasputin On Film; Jo
seph Losey's These Are the Damn
ed; VOL 1 NO 2: The History and
Technique of Fantasy Film Anima
tion part 1; VOL 1 NO 3: Portrait
Of Jenny; interview with Rouben
Mamoulian; VOL 1 NO 4: George
Pal Career Article part 1; TV mo
vies; VOL 2 NO 1: interview with
Paul Wendkos; The History and
Technique of Fantasy Film Anima
tion part 2; VOL 2 NO 2: Special
Planet of the Apes issue; interview
with Douglas Trumbull; VOL 2 NO
3: Invasion of the Body Snatchers;
interviews with George A. Romero
and Don Siegel; VOL 2 NO 4: Spe
cial Amicus Films issue; The Par
allel Worlds of Jacques Tourneur;
VOL 3 NO 1: Christopher Lee ca
reer article; Schlock!; French fan
tasy films; VOL 3 NO 2: interview
with Richard Matheson; The Golden
Voyage of Sinbad; VOL 3 NO 3: The
Horror of Personality; Interview
with William Friedkin; Zardoz.

Seth Breidbart

Amy Brownstein

Bill Carton

Donald Eastlake

Ellen Faye Franklin
Jim Hudson

Suford

Kathie Horne
Krissy2

Paula Lieberman

Spike MacPhee

Ann McCutchen

Jim Saklad

David Stever

Leslie Turek

= Treasurer Pro Tern

Stewart Brownstein
Jill Eastlake1

Houghton John

Tony Lewis
Selina Lovett

Terry McCutchen

Harry Stubbs
John Turner

= Secretary Pro Tem
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In which Bill ‘"The Galactic” Fesselmeyer takes potshots at Practically Everybody
REPORT OF THE SPECULATIVE FICTION
RESEARCH SOCIETY TO THE 10th
WORLD SPECULATIVE FICTION CONFAB
ON THE SUBJECT OF ADOPTING
A CONSTITUTION

he sudden demise of “fandom,” the
predecessor of the thusiast state so
many years ago, can be traced directly
to the Constitution of the World Science Fic
tion Society—or rather to the multitude of
mutually contradictory and ambiguous consti
tutions adopted. In fact, one of the few co
herent stories that comes down to us from the
even fewer survivors of that period immedi
ately before “All Fandom Was Plunged Into
War”1 is the rather bizarre episode of the mail
ballot that never got mailed.
In order to explain the various crises caused
by the constitution it is necessary to under
stand that, although most of the time there
were three current constitutions in effect,
there was never a constitution to which a con
vention committee could be bound.
This sad state of affairs arose because a con
vention site was chosen two years before it
was held. The convention committee was sup
posedly bound only by the rules in effect
when they made their bid. However, in the
same year they won the right to host a “worldcon,” a new constitution—or parts thereof—
would be adopted. Also, the next year, at the
intervening convention, still another would be
adopted, superceding all previous constitu
tions. By the time the convention was held
there were three different constitutions in
effect.2
It was not uncommon for a provision to be
voted in one year and immediately voted out
the next—before it ever became operative in
the third year. (Convention committees in
the first and second years following would de
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clare that the rule was adopted after they won
their bids so they were, therefore, not bound
to obey it as they had pledged to uphold only
the constitution in effect when they won.) If,
however, a committee liked something in the
new constitution that was contrary to the con
stitution in effect when they won, they would
merely declare that, as long as it had been ap
proved anyway, the fans were entitled to have
their legally voted wishes carried out at the
earliest opportunity.
The converse was also true—if a procedure
was out, the committee could still use it,
claiming that it was permissable when they
won the bid.3
Eventually this state of affairs became so
chaotic convention committees were using
parts of all three (or four) pertinent constitu
tions they liked, and refusing to be bound by
portions they didn’t. Toward the end, one
committee simply declared that the three con
stitutions in effect had mutually conflicting
provisions, so they had no other choice but to
use their own best judgement. They then pro
ceeded to do all sorts of things not provided
for in any of the constitutions—and several
that were prohibited by at least two of them.4
Keeping in mind, then, this system of con
stitutional anarchy, this is the story of the
mail ballot that was never mailed—and how it
led to the GRINCH stealing worldcon.
In 1974, at DisCon in Washington D.C., a
Kansas City group won the right to host the
worldcon in 1976. They, however, were bid
ding under the constitution adopted the year
before in Toronto. At the DisCon business
session a constitutional amendment was
adopted to the effect that any future “per
fected proposals” approved at a business meet
ing had to then be submitted for ratification
to the membership of the next following con
vention. It also specified that this was to be

done by mail, and that the next following
committee was responsible for counting the
ballots before such proposals could become
effective.
It may be noted that a small group of peo
ple rammed this amendment through the
poorly attended business meeting by a vote of
32-22.5 This amendment was apparently mo
tivated by the fact that the next convention
was to be held in Australia, thus out of the
reach (and control) of most U.S. fans who
could not afford to attend in person.
The Australians, by every account nice peo
ple and well-liked by all, were not slow to see
that this move was directed at them, and de
cided to use the new constitution adopted at
DisCon. Accordingly, they sent the amend
ments approved at their business meeting to
MAC (Kansas City apparently did not make a
pleasing acronym, so it was called MidAmeriCon, or MAC) to be ratified by mail ballot.6
MAC promptly shipped them back, saying the
rule was not in effect when it had bid, and it
had no intention of conducting such a mail

1 It is odd how they all used the exact same
phrase.
2 Plus, in some aspects, such as financial re
porting after the convention, they might be
affected by anything passed at their own con
vention, bringing the total number of opera
tive constitutions up to four.
3 This was, of course, all perfectly legal.
4 One committee, for example, awarded it
self the Hugo for best “fanzine” in the previ
ous year for its own Progress Reports.
5 This amendment ironically provided that
no longer could a small group of people ram
an amendment through a poorly attended
business meeting.
6 Aussiecon had printed the ballots at their
own expense, even.
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ballot.
Furthermore, MAC informed Aussiecon, it
wouldn’t consider approval by the Aussiecon
business meeting enough for adoption; the
constitution the Australians elected to use
clearly stated that a mail ballot had to be con
ducted for ratification. It was also their opin
ion that Aussiecon was incompetent to run
their own mail ballot as the constitution stat
ed that the next committee had that responsi
bility. The only concrete suggestion they had
was that Aussiecon pass the mail ballot on to
the 1977 convention. The 1977 committee
would be obligated by the DisCon rules as
those were the rules in effect when that com
mittee bid, and that no changes could be al
lowed until the Aussiecon ballots could be
mailed for ratification.
The Aussies thought this was pretty silly,
but consented to do so in order to fulfill their
obligations under the constitution they had
chosen.
The problem came when the business meet
ing at MAC7 repealed the mail ballot require
ment.
The 1977 committee had grudgingly ac
cepted the ballots for ratification, but delayed
mailing them until the last possible moment.8
The 1977 Hugo ballots were not mailed until
after MAC; the 1977 committee decided (fol
lowing fannish tradition) to abandon the DisCon constitution and adopt the MAC consti
tution; they returned the ballot to Aussiecon.
In a desperate gamble the Aussiecon com
mittee forwarded their amendments to the
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winning committee (1978) at MAC, only to
have them returned with a note to the effect
that, as the mail ballot had been repealed, they
were not going to waste time and money on
two-year-old amendments that had already
been superceded by the MAC constitutionunder which they had elected to operate.
At this point the Australians, in disgust,
put all the profits from Aussiecon into a trust
fund. The purpose of the fund was to send
the ballots to every World Science Fiction
Convention Committee in perpetuity until one
of them consented to mail it. The second
generation of Trust Fund Administrators is
still mailing them out, year after year, to each
succeeding World Speculative Fiction Confab
Board of Governors, apparently believing
them to be the heirs to the Worldcons.
That is why today the mere mention of
how the mail ballot counting is coming will
send old-time spec-fic thusiasts into fits of
laughter. BOGs of Confabs refuse to waste
their time and money on such an antiquated
mail ballot—besides, it has become somewhat
of a thusiast tradition: no winning BOG feels
official until it gets the ballots from the Aus
tralian solicitors.9
This, then, was the state of affairs before
“all fandom was plunged into war,” a war
which achieved almost 100% casualties, either
through “fafiation” or “gafiation.”10 Because
of the state of confusion regarding the WSFS
constitution, one committee was actually able
to “steal” the Worldcon—the GRINCH (GRand
Island, Nebraska, CHonvention).1 1

In a situation reminiscent of the episode of
the mail ballot, a bid was won by a foreign
city—Vienna (AustraCon)—and, not being en
tirely void of learning capacity, the WSFS re
adopted the DisCon constitution during the
same con at which the Vienna bid won—thus
binding the committee winning after Austra
Con to actually mail the AustraCon ballots.
(Vienna had promised in advance to use the
DisCon constitution were it adopted.)
GRINCH won the next year and, of course,
having bid under the DisCon rules, could be
held to them. AustraCon could not abolish
the mail ballot without using the mail ballot,
so everything looked rosy.
The Austrians made one mistake, however.
They held the business and site selection
meetings conjointly. TheGRINCH, quoting ar
ticles 3:01 and 4:01 of the DisCon constitu
tion1 213
declared that, as the site selection was
part of the business meeting, the winning city,
Newark, had to be ratified by mail balloting
of the GRINCH members.18
An Austrian court held that “Moved—New
ark hold the Worldcon in. . .” was indeed a
perfected proposal and must be submitted to
the GRINCH members. The court also prohi
bited AustraCon from disbursing funds to
Newark until after the mail ballot.
There was already considerable ill feeling
between the GRINCH committee and the
Newark committee, and this is the act that
“plunged all fandom into war.” At that time
a very large number of people were involved
in a culty sub-movement centered around a
television show Lost in Space. Thusiasts of
straight spec-fic felt these so-called “spacies”
were not interested in the rest of the spec-fic
genre or in the convention as a whole, but
7 MAC was still operating under rules not re
quiring a mail ballot to amend the constitu
tion.
8 (4:01) Such perfected proposals, if ap
proved by a majority of those present, shall
be submitted by mail ballot to the entire
membership of the Society by the next fol
lowing committee, no later than the nomina
tion ballot for Hugo awards, for ratification
or rejection by a majority of those voting.
9 Perhaps similar to the tradition the Worldcons had of passing the gavel.
10 FAFIA: Forced away from it all; GAFIA:
Getting away from it all.
11 CHonvention is sic; fans would often put
an H in an inappropriate place, such as chon
vention or “can of bheer”—in a moment of
levity, the SFRS voted to consider sticking an
H in a can of beer worse than sticking in a
straw.
12 (3:01) The Society shall choose the loca
tion of the Convention to be held two years
hence at a meeting held at an advertised time
during each World Science Fiction Conven
tion. (4:01) The Society shall conduct busi
ness at a meeting held at an advertised time
during each World Science Fiction Conven
tion.
13 See footnote 8.
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were coming to the Worldcons in such num
bers as to make the cons overcrowded and un
manageable.
The GRINCH committee shared this feeling
and had already stated there would be no spacie programming allowed at their convention.
Needless to say, this announcement had crystalized resentment among the spacies, or
“spacetics,” as they preferred to call them
selves, who had put together the Newark bid
and had won. It is obvious that very few spa
cies had bought memberships to GRINCH
which, although not excluding them, had little
to attract those not interested in mainstream
spec-fic. They were then faced with the fact
that anti-spacies would have the right and
power to ratify or reject the Newark bid.
Spacies immediately began joining GRINCH
(and at a substantially higher price because of
an escalating schedule of rates). In fact, they
mounted such a campaign to save Newark it is
estimated that in one month they doubled the
total membership, and quadrupled the trea
sury.
GRINCH infuriated the spacies by the sim
ple tactic of delaying the registration of all
these new members until after the mail bal
lot was rushed out, returned, and counted. It
was a rare spacie, indeed, who was allowed to
vote on the Newark question.
A U.S. Federal Court declared that there
was nothing in the constitution that required
the GRINCH committee to register people
promptly, and that sending out the mail ballot
was allowed by the DisCon constitution.
More than a little annoyed at the personal
harrassment (not to mention the law suits) di
rected their way by the spacies, GRINCH re
fused to refund any membership fees. Further
more, when it found that several spacies had
stopped payment on their checks, they pro
secuted. Courts at all levels held that they had
every right to do so. There are legends of con
victed spacies publishing “fanzines” from their
cells.
The Austrian court was persuaded to turn
over the funds which would have gone to the
winning bidder under section 3:05 of the DisCon constitution J 5 An appeal by Newark was
unsuccessful.
Newark next got a show cause order why
14 It was said that some spacies would travel
half way across the country to see an episode
for the 123rd time.
15 With sites being selected two years in ad
vance, there are therefore at least two Con
vention Committees in existence. If one
should become unable to perform its duties,
the surviving Convention Committee shall de
termine what to do, by mail poll of the So
ciety if there is time for one, or by decision of
the Committee if there is not.
16 Instead of two years with another conven
tion intervening.
17 “If ratified, the amendment shall take ef
fect at the end of the next convention, unless
the Committee of that Convention (which is
administering this mail ballot) chooses to
make it effective when the vote is tallied.”
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GRINCH should not poll the Society by mail.
GRINCH had it quashed with a two-fold de
fense: first, that GRINCH was then only a
couple of months away and there was no
time, and second, that a lot of their time was
being taken up answering Newark’s other law
suits. The court agreed that time indeed did
not allow and that the GRINCH committee
should (under the rules of the constitution)
decide what to do about the next year’s con
vention.
Of course, it decided that GRINCH II was
in order and immediately booked a hotel—but
not as large as the one they were using for
GRINCH I. Then they announced that, based
on advance registration for GRINCH I (over
half of which were spacies who had bought
supporting memberships in an effort to save
Newark), the facilities were not large enough
to host a convention with unlimited atten
dance. They chose to limit it, with the excep
tion of those who had already bought full
memberships to GRINCH II, to “By Invitation
Only.”
After another trip to court, it was decided
that, as GRINCH I had the responsibility for
throwing the disrupted convention, the com
mittee could not be reasonably expected to
choose a site outside its own area, and that
they had made a binding contract with the
hotel. The courts also held that a suit to pro
hibit GRINCH II from being “By Invitation
Only” was without merit as virtually all con
ventions operated under such an arrangement.
While most of these actions were still in
court, GRINCH I took place. Almost no spa
cie sympathizers attended and, as a result, the
GRINCH business session passed a completely
new constitution. The new constitution did
away with the geographical rotation plan for
Worldcon sites; abandoned the mail ballot for
site selection; decreed that the site selection
would be one year before the convention was
held14
16; and did away with the mail ratifica
15
tion of the actions of business meetings.
As was to be expected—because of the ex
tremely large spacie membership in GRINCH
I—the site selected for the next convention
after GRINCH II was for another spacie bid:
this time in Los Angeles (LosTCon). The mail
ballot ran 14 to 1 in favor of the Los Angeles
site. However, GRINCH I followed the lead of
AustraCon and held the site selection and bus
iness meetings jointly—which gave them the
right to have LosTCon ratified by the mem
bership of GRINCH II.
As the membership of GRINCH II was “By
Invitation Only”—plus those who had bought
memberships at GRINCH I (which included
only a handful of spacies)—all the amend
ments were ratified, with the exception, to
the surprise of absolutely no one, of LosTCon.
This again threw the responsibility of arrang
ing the next Worldcon onto the shoulders of
the surviving committee: GRINCH II. As the
mail ballot had not been sent out until the
last possible moment, and had not been
counted until late in the summer, the Federal
Court once again ruled that time did not al
low for the polling of the Society, and that
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the surviving committee should make the de
cision.
GRINCH II chose to make the constitution
adopted at GRINCH I effective immediately,
as per article 4:0117 of the DisCon constitu
tion, and announced that elections would be
held at GRINCH II to see where the next
Worldcon site would be.
To back up for a moment, another signifi
cant event took place which was, as the old
expression goes, “the last straw” in the de
mise of fandom. At the same time GRINCH I
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was being held in Grand Island the spacies, to
protest what they considered to be high-hand
ed treatment by the GRINCH committee,
organized a “RumpCon” in Newark. Some ra
ther nasty things were said about GRINCH at
RumpCon, both by the committee as a whole
and by individual members. Some of these re
marks were printed in the daily convention
publication in a sort of inquiring reporter col
umn.
As a result, the GRINCH committee sued
the RumpCon committee, the authors of the
remarks, and every registered member of
RumpCon for libel and slander. The courts
held that, as an unincorporated body, the
members of RumpCon were individually and
collectively liable for damages, which was as
sessed at a very modest $1,000 a head. How
ever, the membership of RumpCon was slight
ly more than 20,000, which brought the total
value of the judgement to more than twenty
million dollars! The amazing part is that
GRINCH did collect 15 million dollars.18 The
other five million was used as bargaining
power against the other attendees, who had to
sign an agreement never to write, publish, sell,
or attend anything having to do with Lost in
Space again. This fafiated almost the entire
spacie movement, and did fafiate every pub
lishing spacie, leaving the remainder of the
cult with no means of contact.19
At GRINCH II even those spacies who had
bought full memberships at GRINCH I, and
were eligible to attend, did not show up. As a
result the membership consisted almost en
tirely of those who had received invitations.
GRINCH I passed on all its surplus funds
(which exceeded 15 million dollars, as the
committee members magnanimously donated
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their shares of the damage settlement to the
convention). It is said that GRINCH II was the
most lavish Worldcon ever. The sole surviving
member that we have been able to locate, one
Bob Tucker, whenever asked about the
GRINCH II strategy, will only make an arcane
gesture and chant, “Smooooooth!”
At the site selection meeting, a surprise bid
(although apparently known of by all the in
vited members) was made for Venezuela by a
group that did not appear and who would
identify itself only as “The Masters of Secret
Fandom, Inc.” The Venezuela bid won rather
handily, and shocked the attendees by naming
fifty professional guests of honor and two
hundred fan guests of honor—for whom all ex
penses would be paid.
Of course, they had known in advance that
the GRINCH II committee would pass on
their surplus funds, which after convention
expenses, still totalled almost 15 million dol
lars. The MoSF announced that MatildaCon20
was to be by invitation only, as was GRINCH
II. It later turned up in an examination of the
incorporation papers of the Masters of Secret
Fandom, Inc. that those august personages
were none other than the GRINCH committee
members.
The Masters of Secret Fandom, living up to
their name, chose not to reveal even which
city in Venezuela MatildaCon was to be held.
They claimed that it was nobody’s business
but the members—and they would be told
when they received their invitations.
The next year, known invitees to Matilda
Con were asked where the next convention
would be held. Their answers should by now
be predictable: “If you are invited, you will
be told.”

MatildaCon was the last of the recorded
Worldcons—after it, none was ever announced
again. There were rumors that it had been dis
solved, and there were rumors that it was still
being held annually, but only invited members
knew where—and they had to take a vow of
secrecy or they would never be invited to
another. In fact, there is a thusiast legend that
the Masters of Secret Fandom still exist today,
keeping an eye on us to see how we develop,
and in the meantime are still holding the
WorldScience Fiction Convention annually.21
Therefore, ladies and gentlemen of the 10th
World Speculative Fiction Confab, the SFRS
recommends that no constitution more com
plex than the one submitted should be adopt
ed, for fear that the thusiast state, like all of
fandom before it, be plunged into war.

Respectfully submitted,

E. E. “Doc” Seuss
(Chairman of the committee to consider
adopting a constitution.)

PROPOSED CONSTITUTION FOR THE
WORLD SPECULATIVE FICTION SOCIETY

Article I
Article II
Article III

Do good.
Avoid evil.
Throw a confab.

18 They settled with the insurance company
of the studio that produced Lost in Space.
According to SFRS investigation of old TV
Guides, the program had been off the air for
years, although a Saturday morning cartoon
version was still on. That studio was foolish
enough to have purchased a membership to
RumpCon.
19 Stories have come down to us that some
of the spacies switched their allegiance to an
other defunct TV show called Star Trek.
Thusiasts find this too incredible to take seri
ously.
20 There never has been an adequate transla
tion of that name into mundane, but one
thusiast reports that there was a folk song
popular in the 1950s and 60s to which the
chorus went: “Matilda she take de money and
run Venezuela!” If this is the reference for
MatildaCon the MoSF were indeed adding in
sult to injury.
21 There is some slight proof that this might
be true—Bob Tucker, last known survivor of
GRINCH n, disappears for about a week
every year around Labor Day and will say no
thing about where he has been other than
“Smooooooth!” Also, one thusiast who re
printed part of the libelous comments from
RumpCon received a letter shortly thereafter
saying that to knowingly repeat libel is libel,
so desist or else. Interestingly enough, it was
signed “The Masters of Secret Fandom” and
was on paper that bore the “GRINCH XIX,
The 75th World Science Fiction Convention”
letterhead. Although it may have been a hoax,
the thusiast desisted.
□
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The Sheraton Park Hotel
"It was great!
Let's do it again!" —
Sales Manager of the Sheraton Park Hotel .
*
*

*

Automatic elevators,

Hank Wolpert,

escalators to meeting rooms and

exhibit areas
Completely air-conditioned

Superb meeting rooms — excellent visibility for the

*

masquerade ball
61 ,000 square feet of secure rooms for tile Art Show

*

and Huckster Room
Plenty of ice on every floor

*

Soda machines refilled frequently during the weekend

*

Outdoor pool by the Olympia Lounge — free to guests

*

Quick check out procedure —

no waiting in line

Washington, D. C.
*
*

D. C.'s liquor laws permit drinks seven days a week
There are twenty-four restaurants within walking distance

*

of the Sheraton Park — indexed for your convenience
There are hundreds of good restaurants in Washington to

*

satisfy every pocketbook and every taste
Numerous record and book stores — including four

*
*

used book stores
Close to Fabulous Falls Church Fandom!
Smithsonian Institution,
Kennedy Center,
National
Gallery of Art,
National Cathedral — enough to keep
a tourist busy for several years

Vote Washington in 1977

Why vote for Washington, D.C. for the 1977 Worldcon?

Because every successful con must have the two ingredients that the
Washington bid has. A great hotel, and a great staff of fans.

The Sheraton Park has accommodations in one building for most of the
expected attendees - and the Shoreham is directly across the street (on the
Motor Inn side) to handle the overflow. The Sheraton Park hosted the
1974 Worldcon. The personnel were cooperative and worked with the
committee to bring you a smoothly run, highly enjoyable convention.

The Sheraton Park's six elevators are fully automatic. Escalators connect
the registration area with 61,000 square feet of exhibit areas and function
rooms to accommodate every group from twenty-five to seven thousand fans.

Washington, D.C. fans are weird, wonderful, efficient, enthusiastic
and experienced. D.C. fans have been putting on Disclaves for twenty
years and have run Discons I and II. Our aim is to make Discon III as
enjoyable as your first con.

The Washington, D.C. bid has everything necessary to put on a great
convention: The Sheraton Park, with enough space to handle our convention
activities in one building; a large experienced con committee; tourist
attractions to keep vacationers busy for months; and public transportation
readily accessible between our hotel and airports, the train station and
bus stations. If you are driving, the hotel is fifteen minutes from the
Washington Beltway, with no turns until you reach the hotel.

REMEMBER : PARTY MORE... .GET LOST LESS....

JOIN US IN WASHINGTON, D.C. IN 1977!
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n keeping with its promise to be a
genuinely innovative Worldcon, MidJ
AmeriCon is sponsoring a project to
produce a history of the World Sci
ence Fiction Convention. This is not the first
such project, but it’s the most ambitious one
to date.
Back in 1950, the NORWESCON (Portland)
Program Book contained a one-page summary
of the highlights of each of the preceding se
ven Worldcons. As the number of Worldcons
has increased, the histories have grown fewer
and sketchier, shrinking to a brief resumd of
the Convention’s origins or a list of “Worldcon traditions,” until over the past decade
most Program Books have included little more
than the now-traditional one-page table of
Past Worldcons. MidAmeriCon has decided it’s
time once again to tell the history of the
Worldcon in a form with more meat and
juices than just a skeletal collection of statis
tics. It is budgeting 40 or 50 pages for seriali
zation in its Progress Reports and Program
Book toward this goal.
Frankly, this history has been prompted in
part by a growing number of complaints about
inaccuracies in the tables of Past Worldcons.
Chairmen have been mis-identified, Guests-ofHonor omitted, and attendance statistics in
error more often than not. (For instance,
every Program Book table of Past Worldcons
has given the attendance of the 1958 Solacon

as an estimated 475, even though the Solacon’s own Final Report clearly states the total
as 322.) The MidAmeriCon Committee feels
that it’s high time that a new history is writ
ten, one that goes back to original verified
sources to make sure it’s correct.
But that’s just a start. Ken Keller and Tom
Reamy (speaking personally now, and not as
MidAmeriCon Committee members) are plan
ning to begin a new s-f fan press by 1976 (en
titled “The Nickelodeon Press’"), similar to
such well-known houses as Advent: Publishers
or Mirage Press. They are interested in pub
lishing a history of the World Science Fiction
Convention as one of their first works—an edi
tion greatly expanded from this MidAmeriCon
version, alloting six or more pages per World
con rather than only H6 or two, and with
many more illustrations. This MidAmeriCon
version, then, can be considered only an out
line, a first draft.
This is a call for help, for information. The
history of the Worldcon currently lies scat
tered throughout almost 40 years’ worth of
old fanzine convention reports, photos in
dusty personal albums, a few wire or tape re
cordings, some private correspondence, previ
ous Worldcon Committee records (many of
which have never been published because it
was believed nobody would be interested in
dull statistics). To make this book complete,
we need to see and correlate as much of this

material as possible. If you have any fanzines
containing old Worldcon reports or discus
sions of Worldcon politics, any old photos,
any old newspaper clippings (remember that
notorious “Zap! Zap! Atomic ray passd with
fiends!” headline?), any old membership cardsor attendance badges or promotional stickers
that might make good illustrations, please con
tact us at the address below. Please write be
fore sending what you’ve got; it may be a dup
licate of something we already have.
We’d like to get it as soon as possible, for
incorporation into this history for the Mid
AmeriCon publications. But when this edition
is published, if you see errors or omissions, it
is not too late to send us a correction for in
clusion in the expanded book edition, which
we currently hope to have published in time
for distribution at the 1977 Worldcon. (It’ll
include a report of MidAmeriCon itself, of
course.) We want to make this work the de
finitive history of the World Science Fiction
Convention from 1939 to 1976.

Fred Patten
11863 West Jefferson Blvd., Apt. 1
Culver City, California 90230

rologue
I ractically the entire history of sciI ence-fiction fandom is encompassed
I within the World Science Fiction
Convention. This annual gathering
reflects the whole sub-culture in miniature. It
was conceived barely seven years after the
birth of the s-f community and has grown up
along with it. Virtually all of fandom’s virtues,
its faults, its idiosyncracies, and its personali
ties have interacted with the Worldcon in one
way or another. After thirty-four years, the
Worldcon has accumulated a history about it
self that is worth the telling.
Science fiction fandom can fairly be said to
have been born in 1930. Fantasy literature
goes back much farther, of course. Historians
have traced it back as far as the Babylonian
epic of Gilgamesh. Modem s-f is usually reck
oned from the time of Jules Verne and H. G.
Wells. Such pulp authors as Edgar Rice Bur
roughs, George Allan England, and Ray Cum
mings popularized the genre during the first
decades of the 20th century. But these scien
tific romances were mixed in popular fiction
magazines along with sports stories, Westerns,
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pirate tales, detective puzzlers, and similar
light reading matter. There were doubtless
readers who preferred the more fantastic ad
ventures, but they remained isolated from
each other and never considered themselves to
be a special breed.
The foundation for s-f fandom was laid by
magazine publisher Hugo Gernsback, who
launched the first all-scientific-fiction maga
zine, Amazing Stories, in April 1926. Devo
tees of fantasy with a pseudoscientific facade
quickly gravitated to Amazing Stories. The
magazine soon began a letter column in which
readers could discuss their likes and dislikes,
debate the merits of their favorite authors, and
argue the plausibility of the fictionalized sci
ence.
The success of Amazing Stories encouraged
the creation of other magazines of scientifiction, which also featured letter columns. The
first zealots of note were those readers who
came to appear in the letter columns of all the
magazines with regularity. Since names and
addresses were also published, many of these
readers began personal correspondences. It

soon became evident that most were boys in
their teens, usually bookish and introverted in
person but highly voluble on paper.
1930 saw the creation of the first s-f fan
club, the Scienceers of New York City. Others
soon followed. These were often as short-lived
and volatile as high school social groups,
which most of them essentially were.
1930 also saw the first publication of ama
teur s-f magazines such as The Comet and The
Planet. These began basically as club news
letters, but they grew until by 1932, with The
Time Traveller, they were imitation profes
sional magazines filled with teenagers’ at
tempts at fiction, illustrations, dignified edi
torials, articles, and letter columns. Practically
every fan with access to a letterpress, a mimeo
graph, or a spirit duplicator began a magazine.
Those who didn’t contributed fiction or wrote
to the letter columns of those who did. If it
took three or four fans together to form a
club, any isolated fan could write lots of let
ters or publish 50 or 100 copies of a fanzine.
As soon as American pulps began to be ex
ported to Britain and Australia, letters began
MidAmeriCon

arriving from there as well. An appearance in a
prozine letter column was almost sure to bring
at least one sample copy of a fanzine or an of
fer to exchange correspondence.
From 1930 to 1933-34, the casual readers
were separated from the active fans (or at
least those interested in corresponding through
letters or fanzines) and the sub-culture of s-f
fandom began to establish itself.
By 1936 s-f fandom was a small but settled
community. It consisted of about a hundred
active fanzine publishers, correspondents, and
club members in the U.S. and Canada, about
twenty in Britain, and one or two in Australia,
France, and Germany. The New York City/
upper New Jersey area was the real hub of ac
tivity, partly because natural population dens
ity contributed to larger clubs, and partly be
cause cities and towns were close enough to
gether to make it practical for fans to visit
each other.
But this was a mixed blessing. Fans of the
1930s were virtually all introverted teen-age
intellectuals who combined a lack of social
graces with an intolerant zeal toward their

particular interpretation of the goals of sci
ence-fiction. There were countless debates
over whether fandom should concentrate on
literary or popular-science projects, or whe
ther fans should espouse such futuristic and
progressive causes as Esperanto and reformed
spelling. As long as these debates were limited
to the pages of fanzines, they could be con
ducted in an even-tempered manner. But when
fans got together in person, they inevitably led
to factionalism. Clubs seldom grew above a
dozen members before fragmenting in angry
internal politics. One of the more dramatic
events of early fandom was the New York
Science Fiction League takeover of late 1935,
when the “out” faction of the SFL burst into
a meeting in progress of the East New York
chapter, chased the Director from the room,
and reconvened the meeting as the new New
York branch of the International Scientific
Association. The East Coast soon became
known for the hyperactive but abrasive nature
of its fandom.
The first s-f convention was held on Octo

ber 22, 1936. The New York ISA chapter de
cided to hold some kind of social event, and
Donald A. Wollheim suggested a get-together
with some other city’s club. A meeting with
the Philadelphia Science Fiction Society was
arranged, and on the given date seven ISA fans
took a train to Philadelphia, where they were
met by three PSFS fans.
The outing included an auto tour of Phila
delphia’s scenic spots, followed by an after
noon of socializing at PSFS Director Milton
A. Rothman’s home. It was more of a bull
session than anything else, except that Woll
heim decided it should be called a convention
and the others good-naturedly went along with
him. Rothman accepted the title of chairman,
and ISAer Frederik Pohl was delegated secre
tary to document the outing for posterity.
Since it had been one of the biggest social
events in fandom to date, a number of fan
zines printed reports of it, duly crediting it as
a convention. More importantly, before re
turning to New York, the ISA group decided
to organize a proper convention of their own
the following February.

Nycon
New York-1939
his second American fan convention
had grown and alignments had shifted.
The National Convention was organized by
(the Leeds, England chapter of the
SFL held the first formal s-f confer Newark fan Sam Moskowitz, in association
with Will Sykora. Wollheim was now a leader
ence in January), at New York’s
Bohemian Hall, on February 22, 1937,ofdrew
New York’s Committee for the Political
thirty people including some local s-f editors,
Advancement of Science Fiction, which es
poused the promotion of science-fiction for
authors, and artists. The fans were so elated
by its success that Wollheim proposed that
the betterment of mankind. Its articles were
fandom begin long-range planning for a con heavy with Communist-sounding rhetoric,
vention to be held at the same time as New
which made it a very controversial group. At
York’s forthcoming World’s Fair in 1939,
the National Convention, which was the larg
where it might be possible to attract fans from
est conference to date, Sykora opened the
all over the country and possibly even abroad.
proceedings by proposing that its success made
it the logical organizer of the 1939 World Con
The suggestion was immediately approved by
vention, and that its chairman (Moskowitz) be
the attendees, and Wollheim was appointed
empowered to appoint a temporary commit
chairman of a committee of four, including
tee to study such an event. The motion was
fans from Pennsylvania and Maryland to give
tabled until later in the day to give attendees
it a widespread outlook, to organize such an
time to think it over.
affair.
During the day, Wollheim and John Michel
The good feeling did not last. Two months
went about selling copies of speeches they
later, the ISA split over President William S.
claimed the Moskowitz-Sykora dictatorship
Sykora’s devotion to popular-science projects
had suppressed from the program.
and Donald Wollheim’s devotion to literary
By the time the motion was reopened, Woll
and fan-social activities. Wollheim published
heim and Michel had managed to make them
the final issue of the club’s fanzine in June,
putting all the blame for the ISA’s demise on
selves and the CPASF look too inflammatory
to be trusted with a fandom-wide convention.
Sykora’s head. Each went on to form new al
liances, and the proposed 1939 convention
Sykora, conducting the proceedings as acting
was forgotten in the heat of more immediate
chairman (Moskowitz had no experience with
fanac.
parliamentary procedure), persuaded the ma
It was revived at the First National Science
jority of the attendees to approve a motion
Fiction Convention, held in Newark, New
officially disbanding Wollheim’s earlier “doJersey on May 29, 1938. By this time severed
nothing” committee and entrust himself with
other s-f conferences had been held; fandom
organizing a study committee to appoint a
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permanent committee to manage the- World
Convention. Sykora appointed himself and
Moskowitz as two of the members.
When David A. Kyle protested the complete
freezeout of Wollheim’s group, Sykora claimed
that this was just a study committee which
would select a permanent committee repre
senting all factions. This did not satisfy Woll
heim, who refused to recognize Sykora’s au
thority. The day ended with Kyle circulating
a petition in Wollheim’s favor.
A little over a month later the Greater New
York chapter of the Science Fiction League,
to which Wollheim belonged and which was
affiliated with the CPASF, declared itself the
official sponsor of the 1939 World Conven
tion under Wollheim’s appointment, citing the
1937 “Second Eastern Regional Convention”
(a title given in retrospect) resolution as its
mandate. Sykora, who had no clique, got to
gether with Sam Moskowitz and James V.
Taurasi in July to form a new club, New Fan
dom, to organize the World Convention. Mos
kowitz erupted into such furious activity that
within weeks New Fandom was an equal to
the CPASF.
Moskowitz began two attractively-printed
new fanzines, Fantasy News and New Fan
dom, which were sent to almost every fan in
the country (circulation 200). He solicited
contributions from popular fan writers, giving
it a non-partisan air. He arranged for a merger
with an existing club, the Science Fiction Ad
vancement Association, adding the SFAA’s
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Nycon Program Book heading by Frank R. Paul, courtesy of Thrilling Wonder Stories.

venerable SFL. The CPASF reformed as the
Futurian Science Literary Society, a much
less controversial name.
It all came to a head at the next major con
ference, which was held in Philadelphia on
October 16, 1938. Between 25 and 30 fans
and pros were present. Sykora led a New Fan
dom delegation to present his case, while no
Futurians were present. After some discussion,
J ack Speer introduced a motion that the Phil
adelphia Conference go on record supporting

New Fandom as the official sponsor of the
World Convention, which was passed. This
doomed the Futurian hopes. Other clubs and
organizations quickly announced support of
the New Fandom committee, and John W.
Campbell pledged Astounding’s support to the
New Fandom convention. The Futurians as
sumed the status of an out-of-office political
party: lots of sound but no authority.
Now that the New Fandom bid had won ap
proval, the Queens SFL chapter suddenly be
came the social center of New York fandom,
swelling to an average attendance of 30 per
meeting, with professional editors and authors
as attendees. This made it easy for the Moskowitz-Sykora-Taurasi triumverate to organize a
program fro the convention. Plans were an
nounced on a grand scale. Regional represen
------- -------------------------------------------- ta the —
' -----------------------------tatives were appointed in fan clubs around the
country to encourage attendance. The dates
of July 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, 1939 were set so
fans would have the whole July 4th holiday at
their disposal. The committee announced it
had received and rejected an offer of free
meeting facilities within the World’s Fair
grounds, since attendees would still have to
pay to enter the Fair, and the convention was
—------ ----- ----------------------------------- at the--------------------------------- -----------------to be absolutely free of charge to all.
As the convention approached, the Futur
ians continued to plead their case through
their fanzines, citing the earlier claim of Wollheim’s committee. The February 1939 issue
IIO East 59th Street, Near Park Avenue, New York City
of Science Fiction Fan, published by Denver’s
Olon F. Wiggins, editorialized that the New
July 2nd &" 3rd ~ 2 p.m.
Fandom leaders were probably incapable of
successfully running such a large event. When
the committee announced it was renting the
^teMnltncj....
film Metropolis, which had been made in Ger
many, the Futurians denounced this as pour
ing fan money into Nazi coffers. These and
Talks <• Scientific and Literary
similar statements allowed the Queens SFL to
By Editors, Authors, and Readers oF Scientific Fiction
claim with some plausibility that since the
Futurians had lost the convention, they were
Motion Pictures <• Entertaining and Educational
now trying to sabotage it.

members and favorable reputation to New
Fandom. He announced that New Fandom
had the goal of uniting all fans of good will
into one brotherly organization, and that it
was the successor of Sykora’s study commit
tee to organize the 1939 World Convention.
Both sides tried to rally fandom to their
banner. New Fandom reorganized as the
Queens, N.Y. chapter of the Science Fiction
League so that it could claim to be managing
the World Convention as an adjunct to the
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The World Science Fiction Convention of
ficially opened at 10:00 a.m. on Sunday, July
2nd, 1939, at the Caravan Hall, a large, fourth
floor auditorium on East 59th Street near Park
Avenue. The auditorium was decorated with
original s-f cover paintings loaned by the mag
azines, and had a small refreshment stand sel
ling soft drinks and 5-cent slices of pie.
A large gathering on the street waiting for
the Hall to open included fans from California,
Texas, Illinois, Virginia, and other states,
many coming as “official delegates” of their
local clubs. Forrest J Ackerman and Myrtle
R. Douglas, from the Los Angeles SFL chapMidAmeriCon

ter wore futuristic costumes designed after
those in the 1936 film Things to Come. There
were also local news reporters and a man from
Time Magazine.
The doors opened promptly at 10:00 to al
low the fans in for the morning program,
which was an informal get-together session.
Fifteen attendees had published special issues
of their fanzines for the convention, which
were sold at a souvenir table.
Shortly after the Hall opened, most of the
Futurians arrived in a group. Taurasi stopped
them as they left the elevator and informed
them that, due to their constant attempts to
sabotage the convention, they would not be
admitted. A heated argument followed, with
Moskowitz supporting Taurasi (Sykora didn’t
arrive until later). Most of the neutral atten
dees disapproved of the exclusion since the
convention had been advertised as free and
open to all. The committee replied that this
obviously should not include anyone who
came to deliberately destroy the convention.
Wollheim argued that they weren’t such fools
as to do anything that would unite fandom
against the Futurians.
While this was going on, David A. Kyle had
arrived and began handing out a pamphlet at
the entrance to the Hall titled A WARNING!
It urged the attendees not to let themselves be
bullied by the “ruthless scoundrels” of the
Queens SFL “dictatorship” into endorsing any
resolutions that would allow the QSFL to suc
ceed in its “carefully conceived plans.” New
arrivals had these in their hands as they
emerged from the elevator into the argument.
Taurasi and Moskowitz promptly cited them
as evidence of the Futurians’ bad faith.
The Futurians admitted it was dissent, but
continued to deny any desire to disrupt or
destroy the convention. Bystanders urged that
the Futurians be given the benefit of the
doubt, since if they did start any trouble they
could then be ejected with the approval of all
present.
The committee continued to refuse on the
grounds that “we won’t let them maneuver us
into making ourselves look bad in front of the
reporters” (the quote is an approximate recon
struction), which some felt showed an obses
sive concern for the successful public image of
the convention. Finally some of the Futurians
were admitted after promising to behave, but
the six that Moskowitz and Taurasi considered
the most dangerous troublemakers (Donald A.
Wollheim, John B. Michel, Frederik Pohl, Ro
bert A. W. Lowndes, Cyril Kornbluth, and
Jack Gillespie) were ordered to leave.
The exclusion caused general turmoil. Most
attendees disagreed with it. The excludees
hung around the Hall’s entrance for some
time, asking new arrivals to support their
cause. Several did; author Jack Williamson,
who came all the way from New Mexico, re
fused for some time to enter unless the ex
cludees were allowed in.
Futurian Dave Kyle spread the word that a
Futurian Conference would be hejd on July
4th at which nobody would be barred for any
reason. Finally Chairman Sam Moskowitz end
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ed the commotion by calling the convention
to order, about fifteen minutes after the offi
cial opening time of 2:00 p.m. The attendees,
some still grumbling, took their seats and the
convention began.
Moskowitz opened the convention as a suc
cessor to the National Convention of 1938 by
giving a resume of its events, and appointed
Raymond Van Houten as secretary of the
World Convention so that its activities would
be documented. He followed with a welcom
ing speech, pointing out that this was s-f fan
dom’s fifth convention while readers of Wes
terns or mysteries had never organized any,
and that those present included both fans and
professionals from all over the country as well
as representatives from every s-f magazine. He
thanked everyone for their enthusiasm which
had made the convention possible.
In the program that followed, Will Sykora
urged fandom to unite behind progressive New
Fandom; publisher Leo Margulies hinted at a
forthcoming s-f magazine of his that fans were
especially sure to enjoy (it turned out to be
Captain Future); and Kenneth Sterling gave a
promotional talk for a special memorial edi
tion of FI. P. Lovecraft’s best stories that two
fans were planning, The Outsider and Others.
Guest-of-Honor Frank R. Paul spoke on “Sci
ence Fiction, the Spirit of Youth,” claiming
that readers of s-f showed themselves to be
mentally young and progressive whatever their
physical age might be, and that the literature
was a constructive influence toward a greater
world of tomorrow. This drew a huge ovation,
which was followed by a similar ovation as
Ray Cummings was introduced from the floor.
After a break while projection equipment
was set up, Metropolis was shown. This was
very well received, since it was legendary in
fandom but few had had the opportunity to
actually see it. John W. Campbell followed
with a speech on s-f’s need to keep evolving
and advancing. Mort Weisinger chatted on
“The Men of Science Fiction,” giving humor
ous personal anecdotes about several popular
authors. Moskowitz then turned the gavel
over to Sykora, who introduced pro and fan
notables in the audience, and read some letters
and telegrams of congratulation to the con
vention. One of those introduced, Charles D.
Hornig, made an extemporaneous speech on
the future of s-f.
As Sykora was about to adjourn for dinner,
David Kyle asked to be allowed to say a few
words. Kyle spoke briefly about s-f, then
pointed out that “six prominent fans” had
been barred from the convention that day. He
moved that they be admitted if they would
promise not to cause any trouble. Leslie Perri
promptly seconded this and called for a vote
of the attendees. Sykora declared that no mo
tions would be considered at this convention,
and adjourned the meeting.
The evening session began around 8:30 with
an auction of manuscripts and artwork do
nated by the editors. Original cover paintings
went for as high as $8; most manuscripts,
some autographed, brought only around 25c.
There was so much that auctioneers Mosko-

L. Sprague de Camp signing an autograph.

4SJ Ackerman in his futuristic costume.

Otto Binder, Robert A. W. Lowndes, and Milton A.
Rothman.

witz, Taurasi, and John Giunta were unable to
dispose of it all before the Hall’s 10:00 p.m.
closing time, and the rest was set aside for the
next day.
On Monday, July 3rd, the program began at
3:00 p.m. with less than half the attendees of
the previous day. Moskowitz “read the min
utes” by giving a brief survey of the first day’s
events, then speculated humorously on “The
Fan World of the Future.” Will Sykora gave a
technical talk on “The Science in Science Fic
tion.” The major event of the afternoon was
an astronomical film and lecture, “Seeing the
Universe,” by Dr. Ruroy Sibley, which brought
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another ovation, followed by a question-andanswer period. “Science Discussions” were
cancelled so a second auction could be held.
The remaining manuscripts were put up for
bid in bunches of six or eight to move them in
a hurry. This went on until the assemblage had
to leave for dinner.
The banquet took place at the nearby Hotel
Wyndham, which had an ornate banquet
room. Though almost everyone came, only
thirty-two could afford to order the lamb
chop special at the high price of $1.00. But
all listened to the after-dinner speakers. Frank
R. Paul, for whom the banquet was held, de
murred modestly at the honor and passed
over to Willy Ley, who gave what all accounts
agreed was a marvelous impromptu address.
Everyone of note said a few words about
something. The group then relaxed into sever
al conversational clusters, notably centering
around Ley, who discoursed on rocketry and
fan fiction, and around Forrest J Ackerman
and Ray Bradbury, who were showing a photo
album of L.A. fan pictures. The socializing
went on until the management shoved every
one out at 1:00 a.m. to close up.
The final day was devoted to a fannish softball game at “Flushing Flats,” an athletic field
opposite Taurasi’s home. Moskowitz engin
eered it with enthusiasm. Participants were di
vided into two ten-man teams named the
Queens Cometeers and the PSFS Panthers,
though in fact members of the two clubs as
well as other fans appeared on both teams.
There were twenty or so spectators. The game
lasted all afternoon and ended with Mosko
witz’s Cometeers defeating John V. Baita
donis’ Panthers by a score of 23 to 11, ex
hausting themselves so completely in the pro
cess they refused the Panthers’ challenge to a
second game. Those present then adjourned to
the World’s Fair.
At the same time the Futurians were hold
ing their promised open meeting, which drew
about 25 people including several out-of-town
fans not interested in softball. Cyril Kombluth
chaired the meeting, which opened with a pro
posal for a new non-partisan national s-f club,
since New Fandom had shown itself to be a
closed dictatorship.
The World Convention was reviewed, with

everyone agreeing that, in fairness, it had been
a good convention—except for being open on
ly to those whom the triumverate approved,
and for lacking any time for discussions from
the floor. Several motions were passed. Of
particular importance, Mark Reinsberg of Chi
cago announced that fans in that city would
like to hold a second World Convention the
next year. Reinsberg had approached Mosko
witz about this during the convention, hoping
to get an official endorsement, but Moskowitz
had not wanted to get involved in Chicago fan
politics and took refuge in Sykora’s ruling against conducting any business. The Futurians
gladly gave Reinsberg their support.
New Fandom succeeded in its goal of giving
science-fiction a good image through the
World Convention. Almost all the science-fic
tion magazines published glowing convention
reports, and Time, Writers’ Digest, and New
Yorker ran generally favorable sketches. On
the fannish front, the out-of-town attendees
went home and wrote about how the commit
tee had barred its opposition from the open
convention in an unfortunately partisan man
ner.
Both the Queens SFL and the Futurians
published lengthy convention reports. The
Futurians’ were more believable, since the
committee’s were written in rosy press-release
tones. The reports generally agreed as to the
basic program schedule. They disagreed over
statistics. New Fandom said the attendance
had been “approximately 200.” The Futuri
ans claimed “The attendance at the conven
tion was determined by direct count. The au
thor [Jack Robins] counted the number of
people present at least four DIFFERENT
times during the day referred to in the arti
cles.” The Futurian statistics were 120 on the
first day, of which no more than twenty were
women; and only 50-55 returnees on the se
cond day. (However, three years later, Julius
Unger published a partial transcript of the
sign-in register, omitting illegible signatures,
for a total of 152 names.)
There was no challenge of New Fandom’s
financial report showing income of $306 and
expenditures of $279.94, though some expen
ditures such as $3.00 repayment of carfare
spent on convention business were picked at

as “profiteering.”
New Fandom felt confident that the Futur
ians were only screaming into a vacuum, as
they had been before the convention, until
neutral fanzines began to editorialize against
the Exclusion Act. The final straw was publi
cation of a resolution by the Los Angeles SFL
chapter condemning the “discriminatory and
dictatorial” act. Moskowitz began to issue re
buttals, which the Futurians counterattacked
in turn.
The conflict again came to a head at a Phil
adelphia conference, the second, on October
29, 1939. This time both New Fandom and
the Futurians were present en masse, as well
as a delegation from Chicago led by Reinsberg
to win approval for a second World Conven
tion in 1940. The two New York clubs pre
sented their cases in terms that led to filibus
tering and name-calling. At one point Sykora
had to be restrained from attacking Wollheim.
This climax did nothing to enhance either
group’s image.
Who “won” the day depends upon which
faction’s fanzines one reads. Both retreated to
stating their claims through the mails. Mosko
witz’s view of the Exclusion Act was that the
convention had been open to all, and that the
six had been excluded only because they had
refused to promise to avoid causing trouble,
with the deliberate goal of making martyrs of
themselves.
Wollheim retorted that the committee had
never allowed them to make any promises at
all, and that in fact they had been placed on a
blacklist not to be admitted under any circum
stances. The blacklist had been drawn up at a
committee meeting a whole month before the
convention. He cited as his source Julius Un
ger, who had been at the meeting where Will
Sykora had rammed through the ruling over
Moskowitz’s protests.
Outside fans backed off until they could
determine who was telling the truth. The con
flict sputtered on over the years, giving New
York fandom an indelibly bad name as World
Convention organizers. What immediately
counted was that the Philadelphia conference
had given its official approval to the Chicago
group to hold a second World Science Fiction
Convention.

Chicon

Chicago **1940
hicago’s desire to also host a World
William Lawrence Hamling reformed the
Convention began in early 1939,
defunct Chicago chapter of the SFL to give
when New York fanzines brought
himself support. Mark Reinsberg and Erie
the concept to its attention. Fans in
Korshak got the idea of enlisting the support
Chicago had been peaceful, but two different
of Wilson (Bob) Tucker, of Bloomington, Ill.,
teenagers each decided he wanted to be Chair
who was one of the most popular fans in the
country. Together they created the Illini Fan
man of the Convention. Each assembled a
tasy Fictioneers. Both groups lobbied for
committee.

C
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backers. Reinsberg went to New York, and
was disappointed when the first World Con
vention would not name him as its successor.
On October 8, 1939, Reinsberg went to a
meeting of the Chicago SFL. He argued that
fandom was so sick of the feuding that had
spoiled the New York convention that Chica
go would never be trusted with one unless
MidAmeriCon

they could settle their differences. He offered
a united convention committee with posts for
all. Hamling agreed to accept, and to operate
under Reinsberg’s IFF banner. The new com
mittee immediately publicized the end of the
feud, and announced a decision to select the
Labor Day 1940 weekend and to invite E. E.
Smith, Ph.D. as guest-of-honor, as evidence of
real progress.
Reinsberg, Korshak, and Richard I. Meyer
then hitchhiked to Bloomington, where they
joined the Tuckers in driving to the Philadel
phia conference to make a presentation. They
were almost ignored in the acrimony over the
New Fandom/Futurian conflict. Just as Chair
man John V. Baitadonis was about to ad
journ the conference, Reinsberg got the floor
to state his bid. Sam Moskowitz promised
New Fandom’s full support. Since Reinsberg
already had the Futurians’ pledge, this made
it unanimous. The conference voted its ap
proval, and the Illini Fantasy Fictioneers went
home with what they could claim was the
united support of fandom.
During the following year, all fanzines
spread the IFF’s press releases about the up
coming convention. New York had had no
members other than those who showed up as
attendees, but the IFF encouraged all who
supported the second convention to join the
IFF immediately as corresponding members,
since their membership fees were needed to
help pay expenses. Many fans did, not just
once but under various pseudonyms—the ros
ter shows such names as Hoy Ping Pong (Bob
Tucker) and Samson Delilah Gottesman (Cyril
Kombluth).
In its numerous fanzine exposes of the first
convention, the Futurians had childishly re
fused to dignify it as the World Science Fic
tion Convention, claiming that by the Exclu
sion Act it had forfeited its right to the title.
Instead they called it variously the Fifth Eas
tern Convention, the World’s Fair Convention,
and the New Fandom Convention. All these
were ignored by fandom, but a non-partisan
nickname had a much greater effect.
Forrest J Ackerman was notorious as fan
dom’s most fanatic devotee of reformed spel
ling, and for giving everyone and everything
futuristic nicknames. (He and Myrtle Douglas
had attended the convention as 4SJ and Morojo.) Ackerman, who published the LASFL’s

Charles D. Homig, Erie Korshak, Gertrude Kuslan,
Mark Reinsberg, and Robert A. Madle. Obscured be
hind Hornig: Forrest J Ackerman and Jack Speer.

Unidentified, Julius Unger, Forrest J Ackerman, and
Raymond A'. Palmer, in front of the Chicagoan.

Voice of the Imagination, dubbed the New
York and forthcoming Chicago conventions
the “Nycon” and the “Chicon.” They were
handy abbreviations and fans took to them.
The IFF liked “Chicon” so much that it
adopted it as its official nickname and used it
regularly in its press releases.
The Chicon took place officially on Septem
ber 1st and 2nd, 1940. Unofficially, fans ar
rived early and stayed late. Several hitchhiked
in; Olon Wiggins and Lew Martin of Denver
came via railroad boxcars. An auto from New
York crammed with Futurians overturned, but
no one was seriously injured. The IFF and
CSFL posted groups at the bus and train ter
minals to greet arriving fans.
The Chicon ended up smaller than the Ny
con—the sign-in register contained 128 names,
not counting gag pseudonyms—but was much
more closely knit. The night before the con
vention, Myrtle Douglas threw her hotel room
open for socializing, which drew as many as
fifty fans at one time.
The Chicon opened on Sunday, September
1st on the second floor of the Hotel Chica
goan, with an informal get-together session.
Again many attendees had
brought special souvenir issues
of their fanzines for sale. At
1:30 p.m. the formal program
began. Bob Tucker gave a wel
coming address, and Richard
Meyer read a report of the Pro
gram Committee. Chairman
Mark Reinsberg was supposed
to follow with a speech, “One
Year of Fan Progress,” but he
was so keyed up he almost
fainted halfway through. Erie
Korshak hurriedly gave a sum
mary of some resolutions pre
sented to the Chicon for con
Ted Dikty, Olon F. Wiggins, Forrest J Ackerman, Lew Martin, and Fred
B. Schroyer.
sideration by the membership.

It was expected that E. E. Smith’s guest-ofhonor speech would be platitudes about s-f.
Instead he electrified and delighted the fans
by talking about “What This Convention
Means.” He began by noting that, unlike at
tendees of professional conventions who have
their way paid by their employers, the fans
had all come at their own expense. He elabor
ated to describe fandom as a close-knit, intel
ligent fellowship whose small numbers proved
that they had an imagination and mental
scope beyond that of the general public. This
drew a tremendous ovation and had a major
impact upon fandom, promoting such catch
phrases as “Fans are Slans!” and encouraging
fans around the country to move together into
communal apartments during the next few
years.
The authors and editors in the audience
were invited to speak briefly. Raymond Pal
mer’s talk about “What Science Fiction Really
Is” turned out to be a description of an edi
tor’s professional problems. By this time
Reinsberg had recovered and finished his talk.
Then Bob Tucker gave the “premiere” show
ing of “Monsters of the Moon,” an s-f farce he
had cobbled together from unlikely film
scraps. An open meeting of the Indiana Fan
tasy Association followed, with its Chairman
Ted Ditky giving a history of the club.
A two-hour break was allowed to set up for
the masquerade party. Ackerman and Morojo
had started something the previous year, and
this time everyone got into the act. Even E. E.
Smith came in a space mercenary costume as
Northwest Smith. The judges awarded the
first prize to David Kyle as Ming the Merciless;
second prize to Robert Lowndes as the Bar
Sinestro from Hall and Flint’s The Blind Spot;
and third prize to Ackerman and Morojo, who
wore their previous outfits and put on a skit
about the future. Several other costumees did
impromptu skits. Art Widner brought down the
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Chicon Program Book heading by Dick Calkins, featuring his Buck Rogers comic-strip characters, courtesy of the John F. Dille Co.-a Chicago-based newspaper syndicate.

house by grabbing a bottle from the bar, stuf
fing a pillow under his shirt, putting on Mary
Gray’s costume hat, and posing as Jack Wil
liamson’s popular drunken Giles Habibula.
The good spirits overflowed the hotel;
Reinsberg, as Buck Rogers, climbed a garbage
can on the sidewalk outside to zap pedestrians
with a water pistol. Almost everyone had ei
ther a water or suction dart pistol, and these
were freely used.
Erie Korshak finally quieted everyone down
to hold an auction. Amazing Stories had
moved to Chicago shortly before the conven
tion, and editor Ray Palmer donated a mas
sive stack of artwork for auction and free
copies of the magazine as giveaways to the at
tendees. There was some material from the
New York magazines as well. A Virgil Finlay
cover painting went for slightly over $5; other
items brought correspondingly less.
Monday, September 2nd opened with a
closed meeting of the Illini Fantasy Fictioneers. Since its goal of hosting a World Conven
tion had been fulfilled, it reorganized as a lo
cal club only. A business meeting followed,
with two resolutions presented for votes. The
excessive number of fanzines was to be cut off
by a rule prohibiting publication of any new
titles. Hot debate led to an amendment that
would ban fan editors instead. The motion
died. But the second resolution passed, and
Forry Ackerman was delegated to write in the
convention’s name to the Motion Picture Pro

ducers & Distributors of America, Inc. to con
gratulate the film industry for such excellent
fantasies as Dr. Cyclops and The Thief of Bag
dad, and to urge the production of more such
“scientifilms” during the coming year.
By this time it had been agreed throughout
fandom that the World Science Fiction Con
vention should become an annual event. The
next item of business was the selection of a
site for 1941. Cleveland, Chicago, and Denver
were volunteered. The Futurians offered to
host it in New York, but they were virtually
ignored. Los Angeles and Philadelphia were
suggested, but attendees from those cities de
clined. After considerable debate, Olon Wig
gins’ bid for Denver was accepted—as was
Donald Wollheim’s suggestion that “Denvention” sounded better than “Dencon.”
The evening’s program was the banquet in
honor of E. E. Smith. The committee had got
ten its free meeting facilities at the Chicagoan
for a promise to hold a banquet and sell at
least fifty tickets at $1.00 each; they met this
minimum and sold twelve more. The dinner
was followed by some minor speeches. Erie
Korshak reintroduced everyone to everyone
else. And the Chicon officially ended, though
socializing lasted another day. A Nycon-style
softball game had been scheduled for the next
day but was cancelled when no one showed
any interest in it. Instead a dozen fans visited
the Field Museum of Natural History.
The Chicon was a notable contrast to the

Nycon in many ways, especially in its cama
raderie. Most of the Nycon’s attendees had
been local residents, who did not attend more
than the first day. Most of the Chicon’s were
out-of-towners who attended everything. The
Chicon showed no concern for the dignified
front that New Fandom felt science-fiction
must present.
A group from the Decker, Ind. Literature,
Science and Hobbies Club had brought its mas
cot, a medical skeleton named Oscar, which
was propped up behind the speaker’s stand
with a copy of Amazing in its hand, and was
given a seat at the banquet. During the mas
querade a delegation in costume marched to
two newspaper offices to urge press coverage
of the convention. (They got it.) A policeman
threatened to run Jack Speer in for appearing
in public in golden shorts and helmet with a
ray gun.
The committee’s financial report included
an item of “bribe to C. Kornbluth, 1c,” which
had been to keep Kornbluth from giving
Tucker a hotfoot. The committee did not hes
itate to lower itself to peddling soft drinks and
sandwiches to the conventioneers to help
make expenses. The Chicon ended up with a
profit of $70.97, which the committee claimed
the right to divide among itself in repayment
for all the work it had put into the conven
tion. No one objected.
The Chicon ended up with a unanimously
favorable fan press.

Denvention
Denver-1941
wo months later, though, the No

from all over, accusing Newark fandom of try
vember issue of Sun Spots pub
ing to wreck the Denvention by drawing sup
lished an unsigned notice: “Are you
port away from it. Several fans assumed that
from the east? If you are, I doubt
Sam Moskowitz was behind it and bitterly at
if you will ever get together enough money
to him, but backed down when it turned
tacked
travel to the Denvention, so for that reason
out that James Taurasi had published the no
we eastern fans are planning to have our own
tice without Moskowitz’s knowledge. Most
convention in Newark, N.J. It will be entirely
did not believe the “Newarkon” was a deliber
independent of the Denvention, as far as the
ate attempt to scuttle the Denver Worldcon,
but thought it would have been the result any
date goes.”
It was unclear whether what was being pro
way because fandom was not strong enough
to support two Worldcon-sized conventions in
posed was an additional World Convention or
one year. Several fan clubs passed resolutions
a regional convention. Fans did not wait to
in support of Denver alone.
find out. Denunciations instantly poured in

T
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The affair blew over in just one month.
Faced with unanimous disapproval, Newark
fandom dropped any plans for the convention.
By December, T. Bruce Yerke could apolo
gize in his The Damn Thing for having blamed
Moskowitz, but note approvingly that the re
sult of the affair had been to settle once and
for all that fandom would resolutely anathe
matize “any person who EVER AGAIN tries
to start a rebel convention” in opposition to
the World Science Fiction Convention. Re
gional conventions did win approval in later
years, but the tradition that the World Con
vention would be held only once a year was
MidAmeriCon

firmly established.
The Denvention, which billed itself as the
“3rd World Science-Fiction Convention,” was
set up on lines similar to the Chicon. Fans
were urged to join the organizing club, the
Colorado Fantasy Society. The CFS started a
new fanzine, the CFS Review, which was a
forerunner of the present progress reports. It
also published a combination fanzine, The
Denventioneer, which consisted of small spe
cial issues of other popular fanzines printed
and sent to the CFS to be stapled together
under one cover and sold to raise money.
The March 1941 CFS Review announced
that editor F. Orlin Tremaine of Comet Stor
ies would present a $25 cash award to the fan
who overcame the greatest obstacles in attend
ing the Denvention. The May issue announced
the dates of July 4th, 5th, and 6th; the loca
tion of the Colorado and Centennial Rooms
in the fashionable Shirley-Savoy Hotel, just
two blocks from the Colorado state Capitol;
and the guest-of-honor: Robert A. Heinlein.
The Denvention was like the Chicon, only
much smaller. Fans arrived early, and by Wed
nesday, the 2nd, they were already settling in
to the hotel. The Heinleins’ room became a
social center. Again fans drove and hitchhiked
from all over the country. The Los Angeles
delegation was particularly notable; it was led
by Walter J. Daugherty and his wife on their
honeymoon. Daugherty had also brought re
cording equipment, and spent the entire con
vention preserving as much of it as he could
on acetate discs.
The program also copied the Chicon’s. It
was to open Friday morning, July 4th, with
the informal social session and presentation of
resolution petitions. Nobody brought any pe
titions. Daugherty set up his sound equipment
by a piano and spent the morning grabbing
people to talk into the microphone. Milton
Rothman and Walt Liebscher cut an impromp
tu boogie-woogie duet. At noon the commit
tee herded everyone into the foyer to sign in.
68 signatures were collected, though everyone
agreed later that actual attendance had been
at least ten or fifteen higher.
The formal session began at 1:00 with chair
man Olon Wiggins and assistants Lew Martin
and Roy Hunt welcoming the guests. All three
stuttered over their speeches, until Wiggins
asked in a painful silence if someone with
more public speaking experience would like to
take over as moderator. Daugherty promptly
leaped up and was given the honor.
Forry Ackerman introduced guest-of-honor
Robert A. Heinlein, whose speech, “The Dis
covery of the Future,” was received with a
sort of awe. Alluding to the World War, Hein
lein said that the world was in trouble and
that there would be dramatic changes ahead.
Science-fiction, in his opinion, would condi
tion the mind to accept the rapid evolution of
society. Fans had the greatest potential to re
main sane in the upheavals to come. After sus
tained applause, Heinlein spent the rest of the
afternoon answering questions that had been
submitted in advance in writing.
The first evening began at 8:00 p.m. with
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Standard Magazines’ editor Mort Weisinger arose from fandom and was an enthusiastic supporter of the early
Worldcons, helping them out with free publicity in his three magazines and commissioning advertising for their
Program Books by such top artists of the day as Hans W. Wessolowski and Virgil Finlay.

the masquerade party. Fans this year had
brought cameras to record the event; some
fanzine Denvention reports carried photo
pages of costumes. Walt Daugherty let it be
known that his “Galactic Roamer” outfit con
tained $500 worth of material. He was given a
$3.00 second prize. First prize went to E. E.
Evans as a “Bug-Eyed Monster from Rhea,”
and Ackerman got third prize for a “Hunch
back of Notre Dame” mask that L.A. fan Ray

Harryhausen had made for him. Leslyn Hein
lein wore a semi-oriental dress as Queen Niphar from Cabell’s Figures of Earth, but Hein
lein told people to just consider himself as
Adam Stink, the world’s most life-like robot;
a gambit that would be copied by many non
costumed attendees of masquerades in the fu
ture.
The masquerade was followed by a screen
ing of the silent The Lost World, which fans
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had more fun kibitzing and making hand-sha
dows over than watching.
Saturday, July 5th, was supposed to begin
at 9:00 a.m. with a business meeting of the
CFS. Milton Rothman came down for it, wait
ed a while for someone else to show up, and
spent the morning practicing the piano.
Other conventioneers managed to get up in
time for the afternoon business session, but
when Daugherty had not arrived by 1:00 p.m.,
Kombluth picked up the gavel and began
clowning around. The audience was asked to
select a winner of Comet’s contest for the per
son overcoming the greatest difficulties get
ting to the Denvention. Rothman was chosen
because he’d had to sit next to Robert Madle
all the way from Philadelphia. The 1942 World
Convention was presented to Picadilly Bomb
Shelter No. 3 in London.
At that point Daugherty came in and took
over the gavel. The Denvention went on re
cord as approving the British Science Fiction
Relief Society, a creation of Texas fan John
Cunningham to send s-f magazines to British
fans deprived of U.S. pulps by the war. Art
Widner moved that any city bidding for the
World Convention should have at least one
person of legal age on its committee. This
failed to pass. Ackerman, who was scheduled
to give a speech, spent ten minutes explaining
that he had no intention of doing so. He did,
though, ask fans to send their fanzines to the
Library of Amateur Journalism at the Frank
lin Institute in Philadelphia, one of the earliest
serious repositories of fan publications.
After some minor announcements, Walt
Daugherty spoke on the desirability of organ
izing fandom into one club. By that time the
Science Fiction League was moribund, and
New Fandom had never been a national group
despite its pretensions. Daugherty suggested
the Fantasy Amateur Press Association or the
new National Fantasy Fan Federation as pos
sibilities. To show what standards a national
organization should encourage, he then pre
sented five awards he had prepared. These
were military-style brass medals on dark blue
ribbons, with blank reverses on which Daugh
erty had engraved a suitable caption. The awards went to Ackerman, for services rendered
to fandom in general; to damon knight, for
contributions to fan humor; to Julius Unger,
as publisher of fandom’s finest newszine; to
Roy Hunt, for the best fan art;and to Wiggins,
for the best general fanzine. The recipients
stepped forward and had their medals pinned
on them.
After a dinner break the usual auction was
held. Many attendees were frozen out when
prices went as high as $20 for covers and $10
for interior artwork. Some fans donated their
costumes to the auction. Robert Heinlein
bought Korshak’s skull headpiece, decided he
didn’t want it, and reauctioned it himself to
Julius Schwartz amid general laughter.
Sunday, July 6th, began with the final at
tempt to hold a softball game at a World Con
vention. It was abandoned with a 7-7 tie after
four innings, and the players returned to the
Shirley-Savoy for the afternoon program.
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The schedule called for the reading of more
resolutions, so Rothman proposed that the
convention declare that Yngvi was not a louse.
This was rejected as heretical, and damon
knight’s following motion that Rothman was
also a louse was rousingly passed, knight [he
didn’t give up spelling his name with small let
ters until the 50’s] then proposed that fan
clubs be encouraged to design personal ban
ners to be hung at conventions attended by
their members. The idea was generally ap
proved.
The following item was serious enough to
be declared off the record, but all the fanzine
publishers present mentioned it in their trip
reports anyway. Comet Stories, which had
promised the $25 prize, was in financial trou
ble, and editor Tremaine hadn’t come to the
Denvention even though he was scheduled on
the program. The committee wondered what
to do about the contest. Heinlein enhanced
his reputation by personally guaranteeing the
$25, and a committee of Lowndes, Wiggins,
knight, and Ackerman was appointed to select
the winner.
The selection of the next year’s site revealed
that several cities had been actively planning
for the honor. Joe Fortier gave an enthusiastic
promotion for San Francisco, brandishing a
personal welcome to fandom from the mayor.
Rothman’s pitch for Washington, D.C. was
more of a defensive statement that, the cost
of living there aside, its national importance
made it the best site. Robert Madle simply en
tered Philadelphia’s name. Walt Daugherty
said that he was bidding for Los Angeles. His
following speech was unnecessary; Daugherty
had done such a popular job of extemporan
eously chairing the Denvention that nobody
could doubt that a Los Angeles World Con
vention would be superbly handled. It was
Los Angeles by an overwhelming majority.
The banquet that night in Heinlein’s honor
was a pleasant climax to the convention.
About 40 fans attended. The winner of the
Comet prize was announced; it was Allen
Class, an unknown young Ohio fan who had
hitchhiked to Denver, appeared without warn
ing on Wiggins’ doorstep a month early, and
had had to find two odd jobs to support him
self until convention time.
The gathering then relaxed. Heinlein told
jokes, and Daugherty gave an impersonation
of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Several others stood
up to give comedy speeches. Earlier that af
ternoon, the committee had received a tele
gram supposedly from Martian agents, stating
that they had been secretly observing Earthmen for some time and congratulating the
Denvention for its interplanetary outlook.
An Indiana fan named Claude Degler now
bewailed the fact that the attendees had dis
missed the telegram as a joke without consid
ering whether it might be genuine. He sug
gested that the convention pause to take it
seriously. The attendees laughed and went on
to the next gag speech.
It was not until some months later that
Degler’s subsequent actions showed that he
had been entirely serious, and that the notion

that fans were more mentally stable than nor
mal mortals was only a myth.
The banquet closed with Franklin Brady
presenting Heinlein with seven books which
the fans had passed a hat to buy him as a
birthday present. (Mrs. Heinlein selected the
titles.) Brady took them back temporarily so
that everyone could autograph the endpapers.
All present sang “Auld Lang Syne,” and the
Denvention ended.
The Denvention had been another popular
success, but some fanzines were mildly
alarmed over the trend it showed. The atten
dance of the World Science Fiction Conven
tion had steadily shrunk in both fans and pro
fessionals—only four authors, including Hein
lein, had been at the Denvention. Some
thought the convention was taking an unfor
tunately juvenile turn, with all its gag motions,
a fake hypnotism “victim” that had alarmed
part of the hotel’s staff, fans locking others in
their rooms, and a lie-in in the lobby to pro
test the early closing of the bar. But it was
generally assumed that 1942’s convention
would reverse that trend, since Los Angeles
was a large city and Daugherty could be trust
ed to run a solid convention.
The Pacificon (Ackerman’s title) started out
well enough. Rather than asking fans to join
the sponsoring club, the Los Angeles Science
Fantasy Society, Daugherty created the Paci
ficon Society, a separate group whose sole
goal was the convention. Bi-weekly Pacificon
meetings were held to schedule the program.
These plans came to an abrupt halt on De
cember 7, 1941, when Pearl Harbor was
bombed and blackouts were immediately in
stituted in Los Angeles in expectation of Jap
anese bombardment. Los Angeles was sudden
ly not a spot for a fannish convention.
On January 11, 1942, the committee sent
out an open letter asking fandom to vote on
whether it should try to hold the Worldcon as
scheduled, turn it over to an inland city, or
postpone it for the duration of the war. But
the war itself made the vote unnecessary. It
quickly became obvious that since most fans
were young men of draft age, there would be
few left free by summer to attend a s-f con
vention; and that in any case wartime restric
tions against unnecessary travel would make it
impossible for most out-of-town fans to reach
any site.
The Pacificon was regretfully postponed for
the duration.
□
(To be continued in Progress Report No. 3)
Thanks for help on this first installment of the
Worldcon history go to several people, espec
ially to Forrest J Ackerman and Bruce Pelz,
who opened up their large fanzine collections
for research (and to Ackerman for the pho
tos'); to Donald Wollheim and Bob Tucker for
their long letters that answered several ques
tions; and to Harry Warner, Jr., who sent a list
of all the fanzines he used for the Worldcon
chapters in his All Our Yesterdays and his
forthcoming history of fandom in the 1950s,
which saved many hours of aimless searching
for the convention reports.
MidAmeriCon

In 1936, three years before the first WorldCon,

Philadelphia
put on the first PhilCon, thus inventing the
SF Convention. We've been putting on these
regional SF Cons ever since.
In

1977,
Philadelphia

would like to mark the 41st anniversary of
that very first SF Con with what we will call

WE'RE STILL HERE

We plan this WorldCon to be rather like our
annual PhilCons, only bigger; but it will
still be easy-going, relaxed, and emphasize
Science Fiction. Of necessity, we will limit
attendance to what can comfortably fit the
meeting rooms of our hotel, the Sheraton
in Center City Philadelphia -- about 2,750.

1

will be put on by Sobwick, Scithers, McCunney,
McDaniel, and the rest of the Philadelphia
Science Fiction Society -- if we also have
your support. May we ask for your help?
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ORLANDO
VOTE ORLANDO FOR THE 1977 WORLDCON
AN EXPERIENCED COMMITTEE
We have worked on a multitude of conventions
including Noreascon, Torcon, Baycon, Boskone
Lunacon, Midwescon, Pul peon, and Akon.

WITH THE DIVERSE INTERESTS OF FANDOM ITSELF
DON LUNDRY, Chairman
SUFORD LEWIS
ELI COHEN
RUSTY HEVELIN
BRUCE NEWROCK
ELLIOT SHORTER

JOANN WOOD

Con fans and fanzine fans, club fans, movie
fans, Art Show and auction fans, costume
fans, Anachronists and Georgette Heyer fans,
hucksters, filksingers, even program fans!
And, of course, party fans. No matter what
your special interests, we have someone who
wants it to go well.

THE BEST CONVENTION FACILITIES, STAFF, AND PRICES AVAILABLE IN THE EASTERN REGION:

The Sheraton Towers in Orlando is part of the Court of Flags resort area.
brand new, modern, and built especially for conventions:

It is

- - 23,712 square feet of space for the Art Show and hucksters
- - 15,158 square feet in the main ballroom for major program items
- - Plus another 8,000 square feet that can be flexibly divided
into as many as 12 function rooms -- more than adequate for
hospitality rooms and seminars.
ALL FUNCTION SPACE ON ONE LEVEL FOR EASY ACCESS

This Sheraton hotel has: Two double beds in every room.
A 24 hour restaurant on
the premises.
A liquor store in the hotel open till 2 a.m.
Built-in facilities
for closed circuit television.
Ice and soda machines on every floor; candy and
cigarettes on alternate floors.
700 sleeping rooms are already blocked for us,
with another 824 available in the resort complex under the same management. There
are plenty of varied restaurants inside the hotel and throughout the resort area.
AND THE PRICES ARE LOW!
The Sheraton Towers is part of a chain that fans have successfully worked with
before. Sheraton knows SF conventions are good business. They know us. They
want us.
And, they're willing to go out of their way to get our business and
to keep it.
SO LET'S ENJOY SOME OF THAT FAMOUS SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY.

VOTE ORLANDO IN ’77

THE

COMMITTEE

DONALD LUN DRY, Chairman -- Don has been a reader/col lector since 1950, but
was only drawn into active fandom in the 60's.
In 1970 he organized the
Heicon flight;
doubtless his notoriously weak memory is responsible for his
current involvement
in the Aussiecon flight.
He has worked on numerous cons
and chaired the 1972 Lunacon with Ted Sturgeon as Guest of Honor.
His other
hobbies include restoring player pianos and raising redheads.

SUSAN LEWIS
-- Suford has been reading and collecting SF since the tender
age of nine.
By 1961 she had joined LASFS and attended her first con. Midway
through college she joined MITSFS and was soon contributing to Twilight Zine,
Stroon, and TAPA.
In '67 she was a founding member of NESFA, which she served
as Clerk, Vice President, and President. Suford was on the Noreascon Committee
and in 1973 was chairman of Boskone X.
She is also a costume fan,
a founding
patroness of Georgette Heyer fandom and a contributor to APA:NESFA.
ELI COHEN -- Cut his teeth on The Spaceship Under the Apple Tree and The
Magic Ball From Mars, which did little for the books, but turned Eli into a
fanatic Science Fiction reader.
In 1967, he discovered fandom in the form of
Nycon III, and two years later started publishing AKOS.
He was a founding
member of the Columbia Univ. S F group, running the club as its Grand Marshall
from 1969 to 1973He met Don Lundry in 1970 through the Heicon flight, and
wound up as treasurer of Don's Lunacon;
a definite example of the hazards of
air travel.
Currently, he publishes KRATOPHANY, which LOCUS # I63 called
"Canada's leading fannish fanzine."

RUSTY
HEVELIN — attended Denvention in 19^1 and plunged right into the
wide world of fanac: co-editor of Fantascience Digest with Bob Madle, editor
of NEBULA - The Fantasy Fan Record, president of the PSFS, traveling jiant
and director of the NFFF.
He's been a minac member of FAPA three times, cliff
hanging 12 years the
last time
(1958 - 1970).
Rusty has one of the major
collections of SF magazines, other pulps, and fanzines of the 19^0's.
Since
1965 he has zeroed in on attending conventions,
but joined SAPS last October.
In both 1973 and 1972* he was co-ordinator of Pulpcon.
BRUCE
NEWROCK — first got involved in fandom when he helped found an SF
club at CCNY in 1961: he served as Treasurer and Student Council representative
for it.
In 1967,
he attended Nycon III, and has been a confirmed fan ever
since.
Bruce was co-founder of BRUNSFFA,
first King of the Eastern Kingdom,
worked on the 1972 Lunacon and many cons since.
Aside from fanac,
he also
enjoys model railroading and photography.

ELLIOT SHORTER —
is one of fandom's natural wonders and resources.
He's
always' there to help out at every con with whatever needs doing.
Even a
partial
list of his activities
is overwhelming: TAFF delegate to Heicon,
Vice-President of ESFA,
Seneschal of the Eastern Kingdom,
perrenial worldcon
trouble shooter, masquerade judge, Westercon art auctioneer,
huckster,
filksinger ...
the list is endless.
Why,
there was even one Boskone when
he was Isaac Asimov!
JOANNE
WOOD — first joined fandom with the Cincinnati Fantasy Group, and
helped put on the 1966 Midwescon.
In her travels she has joined the Little
Men and NESFA, helped to found PENSFA, worked on the Baycon.
Joanne wrote her
Master's thesis on Science Fiction Fandom as a Social Movement, and
is now
completing her Doctorate. She can usually be found at the Advent table in the
hucksters room with her husband, Advent partner Ed Wood.
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"I still live,"—Edgar Rice Burroughs.

The Burroughs Bibliophiles will hold their
1976 Annual Dum-Dum in the Muehlebach
Hotel in conjunction with the 34th World Sci
ence Fiction Convention, the MidAmeriCon.
We will have our usual Saturday Luncheon
Meeting about 1:00 PM. Our Guests-of-Honor
will be announced at a later date, but since
the MidAmeriCon is being held in Kansas City,
the national headquarters of the Burroughs
Bibliophiles, you can be sure that we are going
all out to make this one of the very best DumDums ever.
The Burroughs Bibliophiles will also have a

BURROUGHS BIBLIOPHILES

meeting room where members can meet and
greet each other and hold special activities
throughout the MidAmeriCon. Chairman Ken
Keller has guaranteed us the room so we are
sure we will have it this time.
The MidAmeriCon is still almost two years
away. . .but our 1975 Dum-Dum will be held
on Burroughs Day, September 1, 1975, at the
North American Science Fiction Convention
in Los Angeles’ Marriott Hotel. Guest-of-Honor will be Edgar Rice Burroughs! With scads
of celebs attending to honor ERB’s 100th An
niversary.

★ 6657 LOCUST ★ KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64131

The Concatenation Follies
LETTERS FROM THE MEMBERS

(Most of the letters printed here are in response to
Bill Fesselmeyer’s "Whichness of the Why," a publica
tion examining several possible alternatives for limit
ing the crushing mobs of people likely to show up at
MidAmeriCon. The viable options were: (1) Setting
an absolute maximum; (2) Selling no at-the-door
memberships; (3) A very high at-the-door rate com
bined with a rapidly escalating membership fee; (4)
Eliminating programming appealing to those only
marginally interested in the rest of the convention, or
(5) No limiting at all—doing nothing. Ken Keller's ed
itorial details many of our decisions. If you have this
PR, you already have your membership, of course, so
you may not care overly much. However, to guarantee
the maximum fairness, we would appreciate your
spreading the word. If you publish a fanzine, mention
the high points; if you belong to a club, make an an
nouncement to the membership; if you're the only
fan in Muleshoe, Texas, there isn't a lot you can do.
All editorial comments in the letters are in this bold
face type and are by me, Tom Reamy.)
JOHN MILLARD
86 Broadway Ave., Apt. 18
Toronto, Ont., Canada, M4P 1T4
This topic has been on my mind for many a day
since DISCON and I still don’t have a good answer. I
don’t think there are any experts we can turn to who
would be able to give us the answer. On the contrary,
most of these experts on conventions would be de
lighted with our problems of increasing attendance.
Their criterion is quantity, not quality.
I agree the increase in attendance, in the past few
years, can be attributed to 1.) Star Trek, 2.) Comics
Collectors, and 3.) The Hangers-On, in that order. A
number of Star Trek and Comic Collectors have dis
covered Science Fiction, which is a gain for us, but
the bulk have no interest whatever-except for their
own narrow field. The Hangers-On are parasites which
we can do without. In the long run they could prob
ably ruin our excellent reputation built up over the
years.
I have read over the alternatives a number of times
and have come to the conclusion that they are just
variations of each other. The crux of the matter is
this: "Are the W.S.F. Conventions to remain the same
as before—that is—open to anybody and everybody is
welcome, or are they to become closed conventions
and only those with an interest in Science Fiction and
its processes will be welcome to attend?” This is a de
cision that has to be made and the MidAmeriCon
committee will have to make it for MidAmeriCon.
We, unfortunately, do not have a reliable forum that
can make this decision. So it will have to be played
by ear.
If you decide on a closed convention it means ad
ditional work and expense. You will need to police
things more closely and this requires security forces.
Security forces of the uniformed type will need close
supervision by 3 or 4 committee members, not all at
the same time, but spread over time, to avoid un
pleasantness and Gestapo tactics.
Convention badges will be required for entry into
all activities. This is the way Professional Conventions
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operate-no one is admitted without their badges.
Other suggestions to limit attendance. You cannot
restrict attendance by saying there will be no at-thedoor admission; this would cause a lot of problems
and entail a lot of extra work that the committee
doesn't need.
Publicity and advertising: Curtail it to the barest
possible minimum and this includes promotions by
outside interests like Science Fiction book shops,
SFWA, SFRA, etc. They have a vested interest in
larger and larger attendance, as do most of the Huck
ster types.
In Progress Reports: be very pointed about the
structure of the convention. No Star Trek, No Comics,
etc., RE: Program, movies, etc. Get the message
across that this is a Science Fiction Convention and
not a three ring circus. It’s quality not quantity that
we want.
These are some of the things I have been thinking
about. There are probably a number of pitfalls I have
missed, but it could be a start. It will, no doubt, take
time to re-organize things or perhaps it will never hap
pen as it will be difficult to get most of us to agree on
the rights and wrongs. So I think it’s up to the com
mittee of each convention to decide what kind of a
convention they want to have—regardless of the
W.S.F. Soc. Rules and Regulations, they don't mean a
damn thing, they are just a bunch of words on paper
and there’s no way they can be enforced.
I know a number of people would not be happy
about the idea of a closed convention, but that is
their personal decision. They have to make it, no one
else can make it for them.
(Of course, the route we’re taking is not a closed
convention, it's just not a wide-open one. No one is
excluded; we're simply DiScouraging rather than ENcouraging.)

JACK CHALKER
Box 7687
Baltimore, MD 21207
As was to be expected, I have some opinions on
the proposals in “Whichness of the Why” which, I
think, are very well stated.
First off, I am skeptical that a huge at-the-door fee
will discourage mainstream walk-ins like the 1500 we
got at DC, even if the at-the-door fee was $50.00
(which I think is the most psychologically reasonable
minimum if the purpose is to out them down), mainly
because they won’t know that $50.00 is an idiotic
price, or that it’s abnormal. Many of the walk-ins,
60-80%, are professional people. Checked what a pro
fessional 1-day conference charges? $65+. To such
people $50 is cheap for 5 days.
(I would argue with you about the percentage of
professional walk-ins, though I have nothing to base it
on except general observation. It seems to me they're
mostly kids, from small ones with parents in tow to
college-types.)
Also, you are going to have 2 different problems
that you must face up to: (1) you will have a very
large problem with “crashers” and so badge security
will have to be universal, 24-hours, and tight. (2) You
will have to allow for the accumulation of large cash
surpluses, since even if it cut the walk-ins to 200 this
represents $10,000 not budgetable in any way! Oh,
yeah-you’ll also have to face the stolen badge bit
more often and a number of people will report lost
badges that aren’t.
Despite all this, the huge at-the-door rate is the
most viable suggestion made, and the one with the
largest potential for success if your organization can
keep the con security-tight. It’s worth a try. However,
remember that you’ll have to keep registration open
longer, or legit people won’t be able to get their bad-
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ges and get in if they come at odd hours. And any
thing less than $50 won’t have a prayer.
On programming my feeling (impression, really)
has been that there is a sameness and something of a
dullness to worldcon programming, ours included.
Bright, original programming ideas and innovations
are desperately needed, and if I knew what they were
I’d go there myself. However, we should face a few
facts that certain groups of limited interest need not
be there.
(The dearth of innovative programming is because
fandom is second only to the D.A.R. for clinging to
outmoded tradition.)
Do not show, advertise, mention, or otherwise inti
mate any Star Trek or Roddenberry material. It is our
experience that ST fans who are also fan fans will
come and enjoy a non-ST con; the rest you want to
eliminate.
Although I am a comics collector and have made
my best trades and buys at worldcons, I would urge
that no comic programming or exhibitions by people
well-known in the comic field be used, and, further,
that comics and Star Trek items, along with similar
non-hard-core items, be barred from huckster room
and artshow.
One item not mentioned is films. All-night films
were initiated when worldcons grew so large that
open parties faded, and some place had to be found
to put the surplus people. They are popular, yes.
We found that at both Torcon and Discon about
5-10% of the people came primarily for the films,
while a few more percentages came with the films as
an incentive. We are, in other words, catering at this
point to film fandom. Eliminate the films and you
eliminate these people.
You also, of course, drastically increase your
crowd control problems. They are still an effective
limiter. If we had not scheduled major DAY films op
posite programming we would have had more prob
lems than we could manage.
(That is the reason we've decided to not eliminate
films altogether. We will have an afternoon program
and an evening program and close the whole thing
down around one a.m. The film room will then be
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locked and guarded. Too many people seem to come
to conventions to steal films rather than watch them.
Too, anyone planning to sleep in the film room will
have to come up with another plan. We will be sche
duling crowd-pleasing films opposite crowd-pleasing
programming in an additional effort to keep the mobs
spread. I know it will make some people unhappy (re
member Dumbo?), but at least they've had advance
warning.)
Your auctions will almost always cover your infla
tion and unanticipated expenses, but since you are
not running your own artshow you have created your
own problems there. Art shows generally gross around
$27,000.
(Yes, but what do they NET? We fee! we've solved
a problem rather than created one. We'll trade the
money for the lack of an additional headache any
day. From what I've heard filtering down from Dis
con, the same feeling was there too—after it was too
late. Besides, this will be the last Trimble-run artshow
outside of California and they're planning an extrava
ganza farewell performance.)
A no-limit convention would work only if a gov
erning board of directors of a supervisory nature were
to be set up to handle all finances. They would set
fees and make negotiations on who, what, where.
This, a professional structure of set-ups and fees
geared to them is the best policy, but the bad taste of
WSFS Inc. is still in the old fan’s mouths and this ex
cellent solution is not possible yet, I think. It’s com
ing, though.
(I doubt it; fans are too cantankerous and indivi
dualistic to bow to outside authority—or even inside
authority. Any attempt could only be a WSFS Inc.
rerun. I'm looking forward to the Worldcon History
reaching the WSFS Inc. It should be very interesting.
Besides, why do you need professionals to handle the
money? You need professionals to handle the physi
cal logistics of a mammoth convention. Some fans
have gotten so paranoid about a committee pocketing
a dime, they've lost sight of what the conventions are
for.)
The cheapest I’ve seen a municipal auditorium or
civic center in a major city rent for is $5,000 a night.
To use it effectively (and it would be a fine bet) you
would have to charge $25 per from the start.
Sad, but impractical. If you could get it for about
half that, though, it would be worth using for major
functions.
(This should surprise you; it did us. The Kansas
City Municipal Auditorium is divided into three sec
tions: the arena, the Little Theater, and the Music
Hall. We don't need the arena or the Little Theater,
but the Music Hall rents for $100 a day. There are
other costs, of course, but they are miniscule com
pared to your estimate of $5,000. We have booked
the Music Hall (seats 2,600) for the theatrical produc
tion and may also use it for other major functions
such as the Hugo Awards ceremony. It has comfor
table theater seats rather than loose straight-back
hotel chairs—and the air-conditioning system is de
signed to cool with a capacity audience. The hotel
air-conditioning system is NOT-as anyone who has
attended a masquerade or Hugo banquet can testify.)
Certain special interest groups should be permitted
because they are traditional and fan-dominated, and
none of their members will stay home if they aren’t
held but they’ll make life hell for you. These are the
Burroughs Bibliophiles, Georgette Heyer Tea, and
such. All have a membership requirement or charge a
fat admission and run their own affairs.
The four largest problem groups will be: Star Trek,
Comics, SCA, and film freaks. My comments on all
except SCA are well-known. On the SCA, they are
pains in the ass usually anyway and have little place
at an SF convention.

Rusty Hevelin prohibited all comic and such ma
terials from the Windycon huckster room. There were
no hassles at all because the hucksters did have com
plete advance warning before their money was taken.
SF fans who also deal in comics, like Tony Annello,
simply brought SF stuff instead. IT WORKS.
(Our criteria for selecting groups for whom to not
program was fairly simple: Do they have their own
fandom and their own conventions? Will their num
bers be significant? It's absurd to rail against the
Georgette Heyer Tea. No one attends the Worldcons
for that! The same is true of the Dum-Dum. Ted
White disallowed the Dum-Dum in 1967. They simply
held it down the street at another hotel—which de
prived the worldcon hotel of added revenue, doing
nothing to improve relations with the committee.)
Just remember this:
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO A LOT OF PEO
PLE ARE GOING TO BITCH.
Just don’t worry about it.

ROBERT BLOCH
2111 Sunset Crest Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
I have read the Fesselmeyer manifesto-and while I
have no specific recommendations as to which modus
operandi is the best, I most emphatically agree that
the only solution to the problem is to limit atten
dance.
At least ten years ago I began preaching, in various
fanzines, that something had to be done-that con
ventions were getting too big—that if committees
wanted to have mammoth conventions they’d have to
do what business and fraternal organizations do, and
hire professional convention secretaries or planners
who could negotiate with hotels, hold them legally to
their promises, handle the logistics problems involved,
and keep the event functioning so that the poor com
mittee wouldn’t miss out on attending its own con-
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vention-as is now the case, in most instances. I advo
cate hiking the fee for this purpose-and eliminating
another pain in the butt: the frequent auctions, on
which many con-committees come to depend to get
them out of the red. Full many a con committee has
started out with the idea of providing an entertaining
program-only to find, once the affair starts, that the
auction is the life-and-death matter of importance to
them. So all too often I’ve seen panel gatherings ig
nored, a moderator pressed into service at literally the
last minute, not even the bare essentials of a glass of
water provided for speakers, programs running late
because the committee isn’t supervising-it's too busy
huddling over receipts and figuring how much can be
made from another auction if it's squeezed in extra.
But enough of that-you get the point, I’m sure.
There are other objections to sheer size which
you've not mentioned-but they're perhaps the most
important when it comes to the success or failure of a
convention. I'm thinking of the mechanics of holding
an audience.
Let me cite examples: banquet toastmaster comes
to mind because I’ve had a good deal of experience in
this role. I can tell you-on the basis of that experi
ence and from observation over the years-that the
technique required to hold and entertain a crowd of
300 is totally different than that necessary to please a
crowd of 3,000. The type of approach, the material
used, must be much more professional, and there are
very few people in our own field who can do it suc
cessfully; even in the smaller affairs, there are a lot of
inept performances.
And the same applies all down the line. A panel
held for an audience of several hundred can be an in
timate, informal affair-with lots of give and take be
tween panelists and questioners from the floor. The
subject-matter can be simple. But when a panel ap
pears before a crowd of five hundred or over, it be
comes, somehow, an event: that means the subject
should seem “important,” the panelists “experts”and there just won’t be that feeling of easy-going giveand-take between panelists and audience.
Similarly, other program events seem to need the
justification of “importance” to please a large crowd.
So a big con loses a lot of its fannish flavor: you just
can’t stage amateur night before a gathering of
thousands.
Along the same lines-size itself can ruin events.
The “Meet the Authors" session was originally evolved
for just that purpose: to give the fen a chance to meet
the pros. And at first it worked. But the last such af
fair I saw-at the Torcon-was a farce. The crowd was
so huge that nobody could get through to meet any
one. All it consisted of was a noisy confusion: a mass
of standee audience listening to literally several hours
of dragged-out impromptu introductions of pros-and
that's all.
(I’m almost certain we will scuttle the "Meet the
Pros" melee in favor of some alternatives we have in
mind. Discon was just as bad, or worse, than Torcon.)
Similarly, the masquerades are spoiled by overcrowding-the logical idea is to treat them for what
they really are-a show-and present them on a stage
in a theater. There's no dancing any more, and at
ground level audience grouping, half the crowd can’t
see anything-or do anything by suffocate.
(What would you think about the Music Hall as
described in Chalker’s letter-cool and comfortable.)
Cutting out fringe-fandom’s fringe benefits is a
practical step in the right direction. Most of them
have their own conventions, and big ones too. There's
no reason why a world science fiction convention
must cater to all the specialized interests just because
they're willing to rent a few huckster tables, place an
ad or two, or rent a room. The con is still footing the
big expenses, and the responsibility-let special fanProgress Report 2
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groups attend, but there’s no reason to cater to them
programwise or otherwise-any more than they’d ca
ter to you at their affairs.
My personal feeling is that any convention with at
tendance over 2,000, tops, is a major undertakingand ripe for trouble. Big is not a synonym for betteras Discon reports seem to indicate. If high member
ship fees “discriminate” against some youthful and/or
underprivileged fans, so be it. I speak as one who
lived through the early conventions where even low
fees ($1 or $2) “discriminated” against some of us
who couldn’t afford it—when only 32 could attend
the Nycon banquet because it cost $l-when most of
us couldn’t attend, period, because we had neither
travel nor hotel money. There always was and always
will be economic discrimination, but it is not, I repeat,
any more of an “injustice” than an artist putting a
minimum bidding price of $100 on his work at an
auction, when he knows many fen who like his stuff
can’t afford more than $10-or a private golf or ath
letic or country club setting a high membership (and
initiation) fee.
The inescapable fact is conventions are too damned
big for their own or anyone's good—and if the growth
isn’t checked, they’ll become rackets perpetuated by
committees and promotional vehicles for hucksters
and pro interests rather than fun affairs.
(It appears that has already happened with some of
the fringe conventions.)
In order to halt that growth, membership must be
curtailed-and in curtailing it, somebody will have to
be left out. My feeling is that the higher price-tag will
eliminate those whom SF cons can best do without the fringe-fan, the non-fan, the freak-fan looking for a
cheapie weekend, and the pre-teen or extremely early
adolescent who all too often creates problems for
committees and membership alike.
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It’s not up to me to pass such judgements-but as
a responsible longtime fan and pro, as a participant in
many conventions over many years, and as a former
liaison agent between con-committees and the SFWA,
I feel I’ve paid my dues and am entitled to express an
opinion.
I sincerely wish the circumstances were otherwise
-that cons could continue to grow and grow and get
better and better-that the larger they become, the
lower the cost of attendance might be—that there's be
room for one and all, whatever his or her tastes and
affiliations.
But we’ve got to face reality: I think that's what
you’re doing, and I'm for it.

MIKE GLICKSOHN
141 High Park Ave.
Toronto, Ontario M6P 2S3
Basically I say damn good luck to you, and I hope
you have the nerve necessary to carry through your
ideas in the face of a fair amount of opposition from
those who will be affected by what you plan to do.
I’m entirely in favour of your attempt to limit atten
dance.
Of the plans you mention, I think the high at-thedoor fee along with an advertised refusal to cater to
fringe groups, is the only ethical and performable
scheme. You seem to have given the matter a consid
erable amount of thought, and to have seen most of
the advantages and disadvantages involved in the vari
ous possibilities.
There is really nothing objectionable about an atthe-door fee of, say, $30. As long as this is advertised
in any pre-con publicity, then the majority of people
who are likely to want to go will have the choice of
joining early and paying the cheaper rates. The tradi
tional tendency of many fans to decide at the last

minute that they want to attend the worldcon will
simply work against them in this case. I’d also be in
favor of a very high attendance fee for people joining
in, say, the last month, since this tends to be the time
that quite a few local people find out about the con
from newspaper articles on it. Biased as I may be, I'd
be quite content if non-fans, that is, people not in fan
dom, had to pay through the nose to attend what is
still basically a fannish function.
To counter the argument of exploitation that
might be raised in objection to such a high fee, let me
point out that for a five-day function such as KC
plans to be, $30 is still cheap by the standards of
most modern conventions. And the con-goers will
benefit either way: if attendance is lowered, we’re all
ahead. If by some miracle it isn't, there’ll be lots of
money left to be returned to fandom in some way or
other.
(You don’t expect to stop a fugghead in full cry
with logic, do you? I hear that Venezuela is lovely in
September.)
I've been arguing the matter of which came first,
the program or the crowds, for some time. It will take
a courageous committee to do the only thing possible
to answer the question, that is to eliminate the spe
cialty programming and see whether or not it keeps
the people away. For a variety of reasons, I fully sup
port your idea of refusing to cater to fringe groups
such as Star Trek fans, and comic book fans, and
making this perfectly clear in your publicity. Again, I
don’t see that any really valid objections could be
raised by the people who will suffer from the absence
of such things. And I won’t miss them anyway.
Anyway, good luck. You’ll get flack, certainly, but
I hope you’re able to shrug it off. Hopefully you’ll
get the enthusiastic vocal support of fandom as well,
to offset any hassles from the “injured" groups.
□
MidAmeriCon

The Smoke Filled Baek Room
n TOM BEAMY g
he letter column in this issue was
originally intended to be longer, but
fifty-two pages is a good case of
enough is enough. Anyway, the let
ters basically covered the same ground in pret
ty much the same way and, while each letter
is interesting by itself, that many saying the
same thing tends to numb the mind. Our high
at-the-door fee was approved almost unani
mously—if not completely. I’m not going to
re-read them just to double check. The elimi
nation of certain special interest programming
was also unanimously approved—with some
minor differences of opinion on which ones
should be eliminated and which retained. A
couple of people felt we couldn’t, in fairness,
eliminate one without eliminating them all.
That may be true, but it would make for a
pretty bleak program.
We were a little surprised at the unani
mous approval. Bill was careful to see that re
presentatives of all the groups we planned to
de-program got copies of “The Whichness of
the Why,” but we received not one single com
plaint from any of them. Perhaps even they
agree that there’s no reason why the Worldcon
should program for them.
Anyway, we want to thank the others who
responded. They were (in no particular order):
Hank Luttrell, Rick Sneary, Tony Cvetko, Ro
Nagey, Donn Brazier, Roy Tackett, Howard
DeVore, Dave Romm, George Fergus, George
Scithers, Bob Pavlat, Bob Hillis, John Robin
son, Buck Coulson, Mike Gorra, Meade Frier
son, Dick Patten, Marci Helms, Tom Digby,
George Flynn, Rich Bartucci, Larry Smith,
Laurine White, Frank & Ann Dietz, Linda
Bushyager, Larry Propp, and Harry Warner.
If you want to read the complete text of
the letters, they will be published in the se
cond issue of “The Whichness of the Why,”
available for 25 cents from Bill Fesselmeyer,
3035 So. 11th St. Place, Kansas City, Kansas
66103. Bill will continue the publication as a
research instrument for his job as Program
Coordinator, but it will not go free to the
membership because MidAmeriCon isn’t pay
ing for it.
The letter column in PR3 should be a bit
more varied in subject matter than this one.
We want your thoughts on what we’re doing;
we want your ideas on innovative program
ming; this is your chance to get off your duffs
(or taffs, as the case may be) and have your
opinions heard. Don’t assume your idea is too
progressive—half the things we’re doing would
have gotten us burned at the stake a few years
ago. It seems, though, now that the weight of
outmoded fannish tradition is about to pull
the Worldcon down for the third time, many
people are getting their heads out of the
corflu. The old cry of, “Something has to be
done—but don’t change anything!” has been
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replaced by, “Glub, glub.” However, my faith
in fandom assures me there are a few out
there who would go down with the ship and
never know it sank.
Linda Bushyager had a number of interest
ing suggestions in her letter. She postulated
that perhaps the reason many of the functions
(masquerade and Hugo banquet especially) are
overcrowded is because there is absolutely
nothing else to do. The huckster room is
closed, the artshow is closed, the movies are
shut down, there are no parties—it’s either the
function or television in your room. We think
she’s right. We will definitely keep the movies
going through all the major functions and it’s
likely—but not certain at this point—that we
will also keep the huckster room open.
We’re working on a lot of new ideas and
we’d like to hear your opinions. If you think
something we’re doing is terribly wrong, we’ll
be happy to listen to logical reasons why.
However, emotional ravings of, “It’s wrong
because it’s never been done that way before,”
won’t be given a lot of serious attention.
I got in on MidAmeriCon a bit late in the
game—“got in” is perhaps the wrong word;
“shanghaied” would be better—and I’m con
stantly amazed at how professionally and ex
pertly the committee is going about the whole
thing. I think the reason they’re coming up
with so many good new ideas is because they
are all relatively new to fandom; none are oldtime convention fans (Discon was the first for
many of them), and they don’t have a lot of
bad old ideas to unlearn. They’re looking at it
with fresh eyes unclouded by “the way it’s al
ways been.”
Anyway, some of the things we’re doing
and thinking of doing:
THE THEATRICAL PRODUCTION: It will
be done primarily by local people who are in
volved in theater, and will be presented in the
Music Hall of Kansas City’s Municipal Audi
torium. The scripting is in a pre-natal stage as
yet, but will involve many classics of science
fiction and fantasy woven together in support
of a single theme. The sets and effects will be
lavish, and it is anticipated that the produc
tion will be one of the most memorable things
at the convention.
Our resident psychic tells us the production
will be even more successful and extravagant
than our thinking at the moment indicates. I
haven’t known him to be wrong yet. The pro
duction (as yet untitled) will be produced and
directed by David Wilson who won first prize
for “Best Dramatic Presentation” at the Dis
con masquerade.
NEO-PRO WORKSHOP: The workshop
would not attempt to teach how to write; no
stories would be submitted for criticism. It
would be conducted by an author, an agent,
and an editor and would teach the mechanics;

everything a neo-writer needs to know before
putting a word on paper; the process of agent
ing and editing. Thanks to Bob Tucker for the
idea, which we grabbed up immediately.
MASQUERADE: PR3 will contain the de
tailed rules for the MidAmeriCon masquerade,
but I can give you a brief preview. We’re con
sidering having it in the Music Hall also—re
member, cool and comfortable—but that isn’t
definite yet. However, a few rules are definite:
a one-minute limit to presentations—enforced;
certain types of costuming will be disallowed—
Star Trek, SCA, belly-dancers, Planet of the
Apes, etc.; strict pre-judging—non-costumes
and disallowed types of costuming will be eliminated before they get on the stage. We’re
thinking of having the belly-dancers perform
during the judging intermission, or perhaps
they can have a separate competition all their
own. Belly-dancing seems to have become as
fannish as filksinging. Communication on the
masquerade should go to Joni Stopa, Wilmot
Mountain, Wilmot, WI 53192.
GENRE LUNCHEONS: We’re thinking of
having one each day honoring a different gen
re, with a limited number of tickets sold. The
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Hucking
Through
Georgia
revious Worldcons have pretty
much decided on their own how
various activities at the con will
be run. With MidAmeriCon, the commit
tee is sincerely interested in hearing from
those directly involved as to just what
they want. And in the huckster room,
this means that a lot of the final deci
sions will depend on what the individual
huckster has to say.
Some of the approaches which have
been suggested in the past include, open
ing the huckster room in the evening; re
quiring signed receipts to leave the huck
ster room with packages; banning various
specialty items which are (presumably)
of limited interest to SF fans; and, be
cause of growing interest by the IRS,
signing binding contracts before table
space is assigned. All of these and more
are fair topics of discussion.
In order to generate a few comments,
I might mention one new rule which
could be implemented: banning TV news
men with their cameras from the huck
ster room. This came to my attention at
Discon when a local TV newscaster taped
a segment on the convention and opened
it with a tie-in to some of the more gar
ish merchandise in the room.
While it wasn’t quite as much of a putdown as some I’ve seen, it occurred to
me that since we have no need of publi
city, the entire thing was unnecessary.
However, there may be others who don’t
agree and the purpose of this series is to
air all the opinions possible and, from
this, make a reasonable choice.
Our intent is to make this con and, in
particular, the huckster room end of it,
as responsive as possible to the members
of the convention. Let’s hear from you.
Tables are 6 feet long and are $30.00
each. Make all checks payable to: Mid
AmeriCon; send checks, table reserva
tions, and all huckster room communica
tions to me,
Don Lundry
Huckster Room Coordinator
18 Karen Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

P

luncheons would be cheap, intimate, and pri
vate, with as many authors as we can round
up. Genres that have been suggested are: hard
science, sword & sorcery, horror & weird, SF
satire, women authors and editors (though
that seems to be more of a gender than a gen
re), and any number of other categories. If
you have a suggestion, let us know.
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FAN PUBLISHING SEMINARS: There’ll
probably be two; one for mimeographed fan
zines and another for offset fanzines. The fan
zine editors/publishers who wish to conduct
the seminars will be expected to give away all
the tricks of the trade. (Glicksohn, are you
there?) These will be limited to those who
have signed up for them in advance.
BANQUET/HUGO AWARDS/GUEST OF
HONOR SPEECH: We’re thinking of some
major surgery here. Until Discon all happened
at the same time and place—producing heat
prostration and exploding bladders. Discon se
parated the GoH speech, but we may do it the
other way; separating the Hugo Awards and
possibly holding them in the Music Hall as a
single major event like the Academy Awards
in HoLlywo-o-od. The GoH banquet will more
than likely be a luncheon at which Mr. Hein
lein, Mr. Barr, and Mr. Tucker will entertain.
ARTSHOW: Beginning in PR3 there will be
a series of “historical perspective” articles on
the Project Artshow, plus a lot of practical in
formation for those who plan to enter. All
communication about the artshow should go
to: John & Bjo Trimble, 696 So. Bronson,
Los Angeles, California 90005. The phone is:
(213) 386-1454. MidAmeriCon will be their
last out-of-state artshow and they’re planning
to go out with a bang.
HOTEL: The Muehlebach was recently pur
chased by the Radisson Hotel chain which
will be sinking six million dollars into renova
tions before MidAmeriCon. Included is a com
pletely new air-conditioning system, new light
ing and sound systems in the ballrooms, new
escalators, and complete redecoration of most
of the sleepingrooms. PR3 will contain a good
deal of hotel information.
PROGRAM BOOK: As you can see from
this progress report, we are innovating Worldcon publications. The program book, as we’ve
announced previously, will be the same size
as the PRs, but will be hard cover with a full
color dustjacket. I’m very excited about it
and it should boggle a few minds. The con
tents will be as innovative as the package.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: If you move,
please send us a change of address. We haven’t
the time or the manpower to check all the
fanzines for COAs. Returned progress reports
will not be remailed until a 25c fee has been
paid. We’re sure you don’t want to miss any
of them.
Your membership card is included with
this PR. If you can’t find it, check the enve
lope, then the floor. If you still can’t find it,
let us know.
Also, this is the first PR you’ve received
and you may wonder why it is number 2 in
stead of number 1, and why didn’t you get
number 1? PR1 was a one-sheet flyer distribu
ted at Discon after Kansas City won the bid
(if we’d lost it would’ve gone into the waste
basket). It contained some basic information
about the con—some of which has changed,
such as the membership rates and the ad rates
—and had nothing not in this one. If you are a
completist collector, drop us a note and we’ll
send you a copy.
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CLASSIFIEDS
RADIO PREMIUMS ILLUSTRATED now in
cludes a special free full color page picturing
rare hardware (multi-media) from The Sha
dow, Flash Gordon, Tarzan, Buck Rogers, all
actual size and in colorl Relive the Tom Mix
box-top years. $5 postpaid. Supermantiques
Star Route / Box 331 -J I East Prairie, MO
63845
ECLIPSE, a new fanzine, has now hit the SF
stands. While it is young, it is a growing, thriv
ing publication, and costs only a quarter.
Don't let the price fool you. Write to Eclipse,
2721 Black Knight Dr., Indianapolis, Indiana
46229.

MANUSCRIPTS of sf by Nelson Bond, Jack
Williamson, Sprague de Camp, John Taine,
others. Send SASE for list. Rusty Hevelin,
6594 Germantown Pike, Miamisburg, Ohio
45342.
WASHINGTON, D.C. fans are bidding for the
1977 Worldcon. The convention hotel is the
Sheraton Park, with enough space to handle
our convention activities in one building; a
large, experienced con committee; tourist at
tractions to keep vacationers busy for months;
and public transportation readily accessible
between our hotel and airports, the train sta
tion and bus stations. JOIN US IN WASHING
TON, D.C. IN 1977. DISCON III, Peggy Rae
Pavlat, chair, Box 31127, Washington, D.C.
20031.
NOW IS THE TIME to buy wholesale bulk
vitamins, before FDA cracks down. Stable in
long term storage. Vitamin C, $13.50/kg.;
Vitamin E, 500,000 i.u./$32; postpaid in con
tinental U.S. Send stamped envelope for
Dealer price list BB. Dawn Enterprises—serving
the vitamin industry for over six years—POB
90913, Worldway Postal Center, Los Angeles,
CA 90009

Speaking of ad rates: the fan rates are with
in a few cents of what it costs us to print the
page. We’re not making money on the fan ads,
but we don’t want to lose any either. Paper
and printing costs continue to climb rapidly,
so the rates have gone up again. Check page 5.
If you want extra copies of this PR for any
reason, they can be had for $1.50 each.
□
MidAmeriCon
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